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EXTENDED AUDIENCE 
THE MOST HIGH 

27 July 2014 = 29 Tamuz 5774 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that you should be more-fully prepared for this Age of Grand 
Atrocities and that all My Great Horsemen of My Grand Apocalypse should stand prepared against 
Lucifer and all his minions: That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople and all her 
Harlot Daughters; the Demon-possessed Islam of Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and 
Jakarta; and the despicable of self-devouring (cannibalistic) Hindus; the Sons of Ashkenaz posing as 
My Chosen Israel and all their secret powers and damnations by Mayer Amschel Rothschild, Karl 
Heinrich Marx, Friedrich Engels and their generations unto these very hours of which there are none in 
the Generations of the Rockefellers who are not counted among those Damned; the Lodges and all their 
pretence of righteousness; and propagandists who are but knowing liars; therefore: 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, BEHOLD and know it is forever established: you are My final 
Anointed of My Unalterable Promise; and you are My Living Voice upon the whole World (Planet 
Earth) and unto the whole Earth; and as I, Myself, Named My Own Name upon you: so you were 
Commissioned as My Own Title: even My Holy One of Israel, and you are thus My Holy One in Israel! 
And there is none else. Even as the Days of My Prophet Isaiah the whole Earth yet filled with violence, 
and that violence of evil Adama at the behest of Nephilim, even the Synagogue of Satan! 
 
 [Understand that: I, The Anointed of This Generation of Fire, am "A" Holy One IN Israel 
and The Most High ALONE is "THE" Holy One OF Israel! Do not confuse, do not mix, and do 
not mock!] 
 
 ""Assume total and absolute Command of this Grand Quarter; 
 ""Assign your Command to opposition to Lucifer at all his stations that he neither maneuver nor 
communicate without interception. 
 ""Permit not him to maneuver or reassign even in normal rotation. Require him to establish and 
maintain. 
 ""These are the Days of Fire before the Days of Holocaust before the Days of Tribulation and the 
Days of Restoration even unto Shiloh. 
 ""These Days of Great Evil are not of happenstance but are of deliberate circumstance and 
calculated abomination. 
 ""Station your Commands. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Behold! I have sent you to a generation devoid of Truth, Justice, 
Integrity and Honor; devoid of Righteousness yet overflowing with knowing lies, all manner of harlotry 
and all things despicable, cognizance of which even the least of mind cannot deny! Lo! This vile and 
corrupt Generation of Fire has defiled even their own Innate before all they profess! They claim 
authority upon three most corrupt writings ever maintained by Adama since the beginning of the Days of 
Ish: the Talmud, Latin Vulgate and Qu'ran; knowing all are an abomination in My Sight! Lo! I neither 
adhere to nor endorse so much as one jot or tittle of any: for they are knowing abominations in My 
Sight: none more abominable than another! I have given My Holy Law and I will not change from it. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, these are the Days of the Beginning of My Wrath: upon the Nations, 
upon the Accurseds, upon the Harlots and the Blasphemers, upon the Secret Societies, upon the Fallen 
Seraphim and all their minions and Nephilim (Anunnaki), upon all the Cherubim who have turned their 
Four Faces against Me, upon the Order of Thrones who have distorted My Holy Chain of Command, 
upon the Order of Dominions/Lordships who have elevated the unqualified to authority, upon the Order 
of Virtues/Strongholds who have afflicted My Keepers at the Gates, upon the Order of 
Powers/Authorities who have contaminated My Holy administrations, upon the Order of 
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Principalities/Rulers (Kings, Queens, inherited governments, elected, unelected and appointed 
officials) who have knowingly performed all manner of hidden evils and desecrations, upon the Fallen 
Archangels who conspire with Lucifer in all things corrupt, upon all the Fallen Angels who administer 
ignorances inflicted upon the Adama: Yea!, even That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and 
Constantinople (Catholic Church), all her Harlot Daughters (all Christian Churches); the Demon-
possessed Islam of Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Jakarta; and the despicable of self-
devouring Hindus; and the Sons of Ashkenaz posing as My Chosen Israel even the House of Levi, the 
House of Judah and the remnant of Benjamin. Here and now inscribe them Before Me and put that 
Script to the flame as My Testimony against them: and I will burn them forever lest they repent unto Me 
in your very presence with due tithes, acceptable gifts and offerings. Lo! They will not: therefore their 
Eternity is upon their own heads and upon their own hands. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, I am exceedingly angry! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, observe now the peoples, and those who spare them not: that your 
Testimony of them not be incomplete nor contain any error. Behold the evil upon the whole World; 
behold the knowing corruption within all Israel (Ephraim and Manasseh) for there are none of any 
innocence anywhere in their Chambers nor anywhere in their secret Lodges; behold that all is of design 
and intended evil. Lo! Discern them in all their every guilt: and prepare to destroy them from Before My 
Face forever! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, in your rage and rampage spare not the whole of the House of 
Ashkenaz; their sins exceed their evils and their evils exceed their abominations: they are without Truth, 
Righteousness, Justice, Honor, Integrity or value Before Me! Spare them not! Neither concede them 
anything, for they have defiled the whole of Japheth, contaminated the whole of Shem and desecrated all 
under their dominion. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, observe now Wormwood (Chernobyl) and all the dying and agonies 
thereof: it was of Ashkenaz who brought forth the horrors without regard for any but their intent! Lo! 
Intent! Intent! Such is Ashkenaz: the waters of Wormwood are the waters of Ashkenaz: and it was so 
from the very beginning of Ashkenaz! Did he not poison the waters of his brothers that their flocks die 
and their crops wither that in their deprivations they should serve Ashkenaz? Yea! And Ashkenaz has 
not relinquished his knowing abominations upon the unsuspecting: from fluoridation poisoning to forced 
pedophilia and every desecration to his own profit. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, has not Ashkenaz implanted destructives (remote controllable 
nuclear suitcase bombs) in all the great cities and hinterlands upon the whole World?; and then 
murdered those who assembled and performed the implanting that none but the Elite of the Ashkenazis 
know the where and the sequences (detonation codes)? Did you not disclose such?; and be reviled by 
all who knew the truth of your warning? Yea! Did you not stand as a watchman on the line and sound 
the alarm?; and none came forth to the defense? Lo! There are none more vile in My Sight than 
Ashkenaz! 
 
 [At the time of my initial disclosure, 1990 AD, there were 160-plus U.S.A. cities that had 
already been secretly implanted with RCNDs – Remote Controlled Nuclear Devices – termed "suit 
case bombs" placed in 'government' facilities. ALL those selected to be a part of this operation 
were systematically exterminated upon completion of their given assignment. The Most High 
indicates there are 310 - limited yield one-to-three megatons - such suit case bombs in the U.S.A. 
alone. 
 Consider this fact: should any of these devices be detonated: (1) the entire area would be an 
all-but unsurvivable territory; (2) and viable assistance to victims would be minimal if any; (3) 
downwind fallout would be determined by weather at the time; and most-importantly (4) the 
public will be told the already Ashkenazi-scripted 'who' and 'why'. 
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 How many in your association have their own incoming missile detectors? NONE! How 
many dumbed-down Islam psychopaths could deliver such a device anywhere? NONE! The 
Ashkenazi-controlled media will issue blame upon the most politically expedient of the day: and 
the proletariat does not and will not have any resources or access to expose them for the wholesale 
murderers and damned liars they really are! 
 Chernobyl was an Ashkenazi Incident, Fukushima was a deliberate Ashkenazi 
destruction.] 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, observe now Wormwood for there are none of Wormwood that is not 
of Ashkenaz: Chlelyabinsk, (Kyshtym), Leningrad, Balakovo, Seversk (Tomsk-7), Russia; entire series 
in Ephraim (United States); and Fukushima Daiichi, Japan: were not as given unto the peoples: but 
were of Ashkenaz! Fukushima, Fukushima: how long before I avenge you upon Ashkenaz? (Fukushima 
Daiichi had empty reactors explode, #4 blew twice!) Ashkenaz, Ashkenaz: how long before I destroy 
you and all your Hosts of Knowing Evil? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that it is Ashkenaz, the banker of Islam, the advocate of all evil 
and abandonment of all My Holy Law: which is not the Talmud; the desecration of all things True, 
Righteous and Holy! Yea! Since before the Days of the Gates of Babylon did Ashkenaz export sufficient 
of Semiramis to Tuscany; and there established That Great Babylonian Harlot (Roman Empire 
transformed into the Roman Catholic Church)! Therefore, when you discern that your Testimony be 
Truth, True Righteousness and Perfect before Me: shudder not that much is secret and much that is 
secret is Ashkenaz: for upon the whole World only Ashkenaz is more competent in all things vile and 
vulgar than Accursed Canaan and unrepentant Cush. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo!, Ashkenaz is the author of the Talmud, even of the Days of Exile! 
For even then Levi endorsed them, Judah did not reject them and Benjamin accepted them: all knowing 
Ashkenaz was neither Israel nor My Chosen People according to My Promises to Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo!, the Talmud is an extreme abomination: teaching desecration of 
the youth that generations condemn themselves in My Sight! Lo! The Talmud enforced by law and 
substance (economics) as the Sacred Way and Sacred Rite compounds My Wrath upon the populace. It 
is an external abomination, an internal abomination and an infernal abomination: for Righteous Truth is 
not found anywhere therein. It is but a whole abomination: an incurable disease of the mind, a incurable 
pollution for the soul; the foundation of epitome evil, the father and mother of vile from which came the 
Qur'an! Yea! The Talmud is the uttermost of despicable, and the Qur'an is its bastard seed: even its 
mongrel. Behold! In neither is there anything of Truth or Righteousness: but of both are the Spirit of 
Wormwood. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo! Wormwood is exceedingly bitter. Spare not Ashkenaz in your 
testimony against them and I shall spare not Ashkenaz either unto Shiloh nor unto Everlasting. 
Wormwood is the essence of bitter and brings only death, oft in lingering disability; such is Wormwood 
and such is Ashkenaz. It is upon Ashkenaz for Ashkenaz spares not to create the unspeakable that 
Ashkenaz be profited to assist the afflicted. Shudder not that much is secret and much that is secret is 
Ashkenaz: for upon the whole World only Ashkenaz is more competent in all things vile and vulgar than 
Semiramis and all her Harlot Daughters and Sodomites and unrepentant and polluted Ishmael. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, spare not: speak against Ashkenaz and in That Day it shall be more 
tolerable for Sodom, Gomorrah, Nachuai (NASH-YOU-IEE), Zuhareth (ZOO-HAR-ETH) and 
Mehnkasseh (MEN-KASS-EH), evil Cities of the Plain, than for any Ashkenazi! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, speak against Babylon, Rome, Constantinople, Mecca, Medina, 
Jerusalem and Damascus: and I will burn them with unquenchable fire for their knowing abominations 
against Me, My Holy Law and My Holy Judges who testify against them; even My Beloved Proven 
Knowers of My Great Testimony! 
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 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, speak against the Isles (Ireland, Isle of Man, Bailiwick of Jersey, 
Bailiwick of Guernsey, North Scotland) and I will visit them with My Unquenchable Wrath for they 
are the blood of Manasseh polluted of Babylon, Rome and Constantinople. Lo! Are there any of 
Manasseh in compliance of My Holy Law? Nay! Or you would be My Prophet among them! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, speak against the Synagogue of Satan that is the whole Secret Lodge 
of Ashkenaz, and I will make them the uttermost of desolation in agonies beyond their comprehension! 
Woe upon woe to any in their company for they know the vile thereof. Lo! Are they not the Sons and 
Daughters of the Doctrines of Death and Perditon? Are not their democracies void of democracy?; their 
republics void of the ruled's consideration?; and the people's existence but infinite enslavement? 
(democratic peoples republic); for the pomp and pleasure of the Luciferians of the Synagogue of 
Satan? Yea! They are but vile in all their disguises. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, speak, and I will hear your Testimony; demand My Beloved Akurians 
speak and Mine Ear shall be open unto them: even all of My True and Faithful. 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that you should know, that you should understand, that you should 
also comprehend, that you should not suspect, that you should not suppose, that you should not believe, 
for I have sent you to a determined and damned generation in My Sight. They are damned because they 
will not know, understand, nor comprehend and apply My Holy Truth. Their determination is cast 
against them and upon their own heads of their own preference and their own deeds. Lo! Did I not 
establish all these things, even My Own Holy Law, when I created Akasha (First of the Five Elements 
of Creation) that all might exist? When I created Air (Second Element) that motion should exist? 
When I created Fire (Third Element) that increase and expansion that there be growth in all I have 
created? When I created Water (Fourth Element) that all I have created might be commanded and 
controlled? When I created Earth (Fifth Element, Physical Universe) that all I have created might be 
manifest unto itself and be a bridge between all the Heavens (Sixth Element) and all the Depths 
(Seventh Element)? 
 ""Was it not three hundred sixty creations ago that I established all, and naught has changed of 
that which I intended and which I accomplished? Lo! Did I also not prepare for the evil, the vile, and the 
disobedient? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, therefore have I sent you forth. Not in raiment of authority nor of 
great recognition that your presence be as an emptiness and none be aware. Yet you are Mine Authority 
in the whole of this Quarter of Creation, and in all authority thereof there are none superior or supreme 
save Me, and Me alone. Though this Generation of Fire in this whole of Creation is but a tiny spark: it is 
the point of a Very Ending and its Very Beginning as I, Myself, ordained it at the Very Beginning when 
I presented forth all this that is. Though Lucifer defiled and defamed of his own free will, such was not 
My Intention and his atrocities are upon his own head. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that you know: In the Very Beginning of My First Creation, before I 
brought forth existence of the elements, did I bring forth Elisha, a help meet unto Me. In the Very 
Beginning of My First Creation then did I bring forth all those to become as I am that I might continue 
unto greater and unto greater. Lo! Because I established freedom of all things and in all things that 
perfection might be experienced, known, understood and comprehended that wisdom, right and justice 
prevail: necessity required a lesser restriction. Thus did I permit evil to invade Akasha and all the Grand 
Elements (Air, Fire, Water, Earth) thereof. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that you understand: I did not encourage evil, nor did I bless it with 
anything beyond its capability to exist. Lo! And there are counteds upon counteds that rehearse evil and 
call it by all lesser and greater titles, and all know and understand what they do: that it is vile and against 
all Truth and against all Righteousness. Lo! They are a Great and Irrevocable Testimony against 
themselves and their destruction is upon their own heads. Have I not provided Truth and Righteousness 
that none should defile themselves? Have I established that which cannot be understood as to the reality 
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thereof? Nay! From the Very Beginning I have not. All is understandable. All is comprehendible. 
Therefore, evil is without excuse and without justification of pardon. Lo! I am a merciful God and My 
Forgiveness is that which is of My Patience. That you understand My Forgiveness is not without limit 
and My Patience is not without end. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that you comprehend: I send you adrift through the Ages, unto the 
Highest Realms, all the Heavens at Large, the far reaches of Earth and into the Depths where I punish. 
Lo! I would not have any ignorant. Lo! Many are ignorant of themselves, preferring their own 
considerations as superior to My Own though saying not, yet they do. You shall see many, corrupt of 
themselves, that abandon all that unto them is their displeasure and persist that all they do is both of 
truth, great wisdom and righteousness. Lo! They comprehend their lies are lies and their persistence is of 
their purse until life is expended. Lo! Then I hear them not lest I, Myself, become an accessory to My 
Own Damnations. Comprehend, Son of Fire, comprehend: I will not betray Myself, nor My Holy Law, 
nor anything I have created nor any condition I have established. And there are many who die their 
death to find their death is only beginning and the burning horrors thereof are as I established that the 
vile and the corrupt should perish and no more contaminate My Creation with their presence. 
Comprehend, Son of Fire, comprehend. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, as you drift and experience the Ages, the Realms, Heavens, far 
reaches and the Depths you shall be fully aware. Many shall claim but none save Mine True and 
Righteous Ones of My Great Testimony shall venture thus, for it is of their duty I give Mine True and 
Righteous Ones of My Great Testimony this knowing, this understanding and this comprehension. Lo! It 
is of this venture Mine True and Righteous Ones of My Great Testimony shall qualify to teach access to 
all Truth, to testify of all Truth though it offend many and to judge without any other consideration that 
none of Mine True and Righteous Ones of My Great Testimony profit themselves. Thus their Judgment 
is Before Me and cannot be questioned. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know, understand, comprehend and be cognizant of the Great Harlots!  
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, the Great Harlots determined of themselves to violate Truth and to 
deceive that they provide not any good thing, therefore is their destruction upon their own heads for they 
know what they do and the despicable thereof. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, the Great Harlots are those who bring forth all vulgar, vile, evil and 
disgusts: for the Great Harlots are all manner of vulgar, vile, evil and disgust. Yea! They refresh 
themselves in all manner of agonies, suffering, destructions, blood and death of their creations. Yea! 
They worship themselves in the perfections of all that I despise. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, the Fury of the Great Harlots shall spare not, neither shall they spare 
against any that understand them and witness their evils. Lo! Are not the Great Harlots of blood and of 
death and of contamination? Are not the Great Harlots of all pretence, pomp, ceremony and disguise? 
Lo! Are not the Great Harlots of violent persuasion and forced adherence? Are not the Great Harlots of 
extortion upon all the poor that they be maintained in want generation unto generation? Lo! Are not the 
Great Harlots of enforced ignorance upon all the foolish that resist them not? Yea! The Great Harlots are 
well-tended of themselves and expound it as evidence of their authority to falsely express My Hand and 
are fully cognizant they are of deception only. For they have not any power beyond their tongue and 
their script save by force. Thus they are of all corrupt judicial. They set the wait (wait upon the lord) of 
miracles that are not miracles, that deception be upon deception. They rehearse the appearance thereof 
that the ignorant be further deluded and the Great Harlots be further empowered to deceive. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know, understand, comprehend and be cognizant the Great Harlots 
exceed the Great Sons of Schafarda in all things vulgar, vile, evil and disruptive. For the Great Sons of 
Schafarda are the Incestuous Sons of the Great Harlots: bastards generation unto generation; and are the 
Masters of all vulgar, vile, evil and putrid. As their harlot mothers before them the Great Sons of 
Schafarda are bereft of all honesty – Master Prevaricators – caring only for themselves and without 
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capability of sense. Yet, of all the Great Sons of Schafarda and their desecrations even unto themselves, 
none are as decadent as any Great Harlot Daughter. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know, understand, comprehend and be cognizant that among the 
Great Harlots and their Great Sons of Schafarda repentance is a farce and a deception. Therefore accept 
not their pretence lest you be consumed of them and your removal from Before My Face be upon your 
own head. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, venture wheresoever there is creation, spare neither time nor 
existence; for all is of Me save the evil My Living Ones have accomplished. In the Very Beginning I 
made all things pure and in the Very Ending pure will I require them; and My Living Ones who have 
defiled, even the Great Harlot Daughters and their Great Sons of Schafarda, shall neither escape nor 
amend. Nay! In My Great Harvest they shall be cast into the Eternal Fire of My Unending Wrath and 
My Creation shall endure them no more forever. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, mark creation in all its substance, all its processes and all its 
manifestations. Note with due accuracy all that is from My Very Beginning unto forever that the 
abundance thereof be verified, even in this hour. Know, understand, comprehend and be cognizant that 
all who follow My Holy Law shall stand among the Staff of My Great Judgment and not before the 
Court of My Great Judgment. For I Judge and I Judge and I Judge that all Mine are pure and clean and 
separated. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, by this sign shall you know and have neither doubt nor question the 
practitioners thereof are Great Sons of Schafarda and Great Harlot Daughters: Lo!, they murder and 
spare not the helpless and the innocent to sacrifice upon their altars! Lo! Do they not also sodomize the 
youth entrusted to them?; rape and murder those helpless with full abandon?; and rehearse their 
perversions among themselves to sacrifice upon the Altars of Immense Evil? Lo! They set themselves as 
appointed to expunge Accursed Canaan and Unrepentant Cush from My Creation: and they are not so 
authorized! I will dispose of Accursed Canaan and Unrepentant Cush and neither the Great Sons of 
Schafarda nor the Great Harlot Daughters shall assist Me! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, they call themselves by titles of righteousness and of the whole of 
them there are none righteous Before Me: That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople 
and all her Harlot Daughters; the Demon-possessed Islam of Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople 
and Jakarta; and the despicable of self-devouring Hindus; and the Sons of Ashkenaz posing as My 
Chosen Israel even the House of Levi and the House of Judah. And all of the Nephilim, by design of the 
Nephilim and by support of the Nephilim. Lo! They are a gathering of vile upon the World beyond the 
vile before the Days of Utnapishtim (Noah). Lo! I am angered against them and though they profess My 
Service: they are neither of Me nor of anything of Truth or of Righteousness or of obedience to My Holy 
Law. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, they do as they are and they are as they do. 
 
 [YES! Jesuits are Sons of Schafarda.] 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, prior to you were all these creations and I would that you should see 
them, know them, understand them, comprehend them and be cognizant of them that you be not 
deceived nor ignorant of them and all that they are. 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, this is the nature of all things in My Great Creation: 
 ""First is light as all is light; and light is of frequency from none (ZERO) unto infinity. 
 ""Behold! All light is energy and each pulse from the none unto infinity is of its own shade 
(color). The shade is exacting to the frequency thereof. That of none is the appearance of absolute 
(black) and is of none frequency, and in the Great Depths is exceedingly hot, seeming emptiness and 
extreme horror. The frequency of infinity is absolute clear (transparent), exceedingly hot, visible alone 
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to the (Spiritual) Eye, filled with all manner of goodness and pleasure. That which is absolute clear of 
the Earth is not My frequency of infinity, but the absence of solid matter; for My frequency of infinity 
far above the Highest Abstracts. 
 
 [The Planes of Heaven above the known: Hasannah, "HA-SAN-AH - In The Highest!"; 
Causal, "HA-KAR-MAH"; Mental Plane, (Ideah) "ID-EE-AH"; Higher Astral, "HES-STER-
AH"; Lower Astral, "HAS-STER-AH"; Etheric Plane, "HATH-THOR". Hasannah is considered 
the lowest Abstract. Slightly above Ideah and below Causal is the Reflecting Ether known as the 
Akashic Records where everything: past, present as happening now and potential future are 
documented.] 
 
 ""Behold! The frequencies of light do not change in presence or mix: they create a frequency 
between them equal to the share of all, thus the impure shade of partial frequency between them even 
should it be one pulse. 
 ""Behold! In the whole of Earth (Plane) all matter is compressed light energy. Neither is all 
energy, light or matter contained in Earth; though all are attainable (in the Scalar). Yea! Though 
frequency is of time, different energies and light oft appear present (exist) in the same place in the same 
time. Lo! And presence is measured of its own gravity; for even gravity is subject to time. All are 
malleable, some require great force. 
 
 [Neutrinos move faster than the speed of light and therefore backwards in time.] 
 
 ""Behold! As light becomes unto itself toward solidity, gravity becomes present though light has 
not yet become Earth. Yea! A great confusion of that which is visible and that which is transparent in 
My Lower Planes. Lo! Those of reputed great learning and infallible wisdom would be better spent as a 
playing dog chasing its tail. For all their grand presumptions are knowing folly, yet they spew supposing 
they will be indemnified for their much spewing. 
 "Behold! Note the many living fools that rant much about light and yet know nothing of it! 
Consider the many Spheres of the many Suns: light in all its forms and frequencies emanate from the 
surface in close proximity: and even at the greatest distance those particles have not any distance (space) 
between them? Were the many living fools of such great intelligence they would measure that expansion 
and discover the true magnitude of My Great Creation! Yea! They would cease to be the imbeciles I 
consider them. And they would be required to answer: whence comes the light between the light? Hear 
and heed not such fools, for they are forsaken of their own ignorance 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, into the Great Expanse. 
 ""Where distance is all and neither energy nor manifestation thereof are present. 
 ""How great is that distance? From where unto where unto where? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, into the Great Realms, distance, height, width are beyond cognitive 
relevance, expanse is ever and forever until I recur in the Greater. 
 ""The number of Great Realms, each unto itself and an expanse a part of the whole. 
 ""Great Realms within Great Realms that Planes and Places exist, existence and the substance of 
existence be manifest that creation be known. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, into the Sacreds and the Secrets where none impure may venture of 
their own. Note the purity that is perfect. Note the comfort of the Sacreds and the beauties of the Secrets. 
Of the Sacreds, structures of the Sanctuaries of Great Knowledge. Of the Sacreds, the beauties of the 
Great Permanences of the Great Knowledges. Note the Light (all frequencies and manifestations) of 
Truth reaching unto forever from the Sacreds, sending forth the Great Knowledges that naught of Truth 
or Justice be absent. 
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 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, into the Chambers. The substance of all are within the Chambers, all 
mysteries, all happenstance as existence modifies itself as time permits. Here suppositions become 
dreams and dreams become inquires and inquiries become knowledge. Here all truth prevails and all 
falsities destroy themselves in the presence of truth. Note the Chambers of Infinite Truth, Chambers of 
Infinite Comprehension and Chambers of Infinite Application where the evidences of deliberate 
violation are kept unchanged. It is in the Chambers of Application that balance is required lest emotion 
and lust consume all. 
 ""Across all My Many Creations evidence of energy goes forth as light, even of the Sacreds and 
the Secrets. That evidence is of light, for light is the substance of all creation even where there is not. Its 
very absence is energy unto itself and the void thereof is evidence that I have not completed all I intend 
and all I will accomplish. Are not the emptiness of the voids a power of their own? Do they not balance 
as all I have created? Yea! And they are the places of energy without determination (frequency) or 
polarity. Force and energy are not the same, one being the manifestation of the other, ever and always. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, into the Chambers and observe the many Vales. Within the many 
Chambers are many Vales where all is contained that the forces and energies thereof are ventured forth 
to become a reckoning. The Chambers of Infinite Truth. Many Vaults, many ways, many Vales and 
many Cauldrons of many forces and many energies. 
 ""Within the Great Chambers of Infinite Truth, in the first of the Vaults are the Vales of 
Cauldrons. In the first Vault, the first Vale, the first Cauldron. Here are the purposes of My Great 
Venture that all may become likened unto Me in all things. Unto Me all things are possible and the 
Essence of My Being. Here in My First Vault, My First Vale and My First Cauldron are the forces and 
energies that extend forever that all may overcome. Therefore are all the Great Harlots, the Great Sons 
of Schafarda and all who abide them are without exemption for here is the Essence and Evidence that in 
the Very Beginning I set not one above another. I alone am above all and My Guidance is Absolute and 
the Blessings and Curses of Mine Appointeds is without exemption. Lo! I appoint not any impure in 
their generations. 
 ""In My First Vault, My First Vale and My First Cauldron are the forces and energies that extend 
forever that all may overcome: for many shall venture and know injustice, horror, hardship, grief, pain, 
knowledge, understanding, comprehension, wisdom, comfort, safety, pleasure and contentment. Of 
themselves, learning that they know and not suspect or suppose. Eras and Ages exist and are consumed 
into the past, most evidences unlearned and forgotten. Eras and Ages exist and My First Vault, My First 
Vale and My First Cauldron are the forces and energies thereof in the forces and energies of time that 
shall persist until all thereof are known, understood, comprehended and the status. Thus is the 
presumption of the present (in the now) and it is the present (in the now) that the forces and energies of 
My First Vault, My First Vale and My First Cauldron should not be squandered. Nay, ought thereof unto 
the uttermost should not be squandered. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, into the Great Chambers of Infinite Comprehension where 
consideration is without limit, nor bound with time; that all should be known, understood and 
comprehended in wisdom that Truth exists everywhere in all considerations: and falsity be compared 
that it succeed not. Everlasting unto everlasting is not without exception of consideration for even time 
is its own limitation. Therefore procrastination and disruption are of the same energy and the same force 
and serve only the worthless while I permit time to abide them. Comprehension should not be delayed 
for comprehension is a manifestation of applicable Truth that time cannot alter nor dispose. 
 ""In My First Valley, My First Alcove and My First Atria are the forces and the energies and the 
evidences that are forever until I complete this First Intention: and neither the Great Harlots nor their 
Great Sons of Schafarda shall escape unverified. Here in My First Valley, My First Alcove and My First 
Atria are the forces and the energies and the evidences that shall stand pure and uncontaminated as to all 
I have preferred, all that has been proven as I have prescribed and all that has been attempted to alter. 
Comprehend, the Great Harlots and their Great Sons of Schafarda shall attempt all manner of alteration 
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presenting themselves superior to My Great Creations and My Knowledge, My Understanding, My 
Comprehension, My Wisdom, My Authorities and My Powers. That they are observed, here resides all 
evidences that shall not be altered lest I be fallible, as the Great Harlots and their Great Sons of 
Schafarda shall profess and prefer. Here, only I may alter, and I will not until My Great Intention is 
finished and fulfilled; and then I will renew. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, into the Chambers of Infinite Application where application is of all 
and variations are purified in Truth and the Very End known, understood and comprehended at the Very 
Beginning eliminating excuse. There is not without application. Application is the essence of all 
energies and forces in proper order and procedure for the sole purpose of accomplishment. The 
Chambers of Infinite Application are of Truth above all else, identifying that which is movable, 
malleable, recoverable, contaminable and returned to purity. 
 ""In My First Vale, My First Arena and My First Station are found all the Keys to Application 
that ignorance be not. The Vales extend unto the Great Darkness where light exists not though forces, 
energies and naught (nothing) are the essence thereof. Absolute naught is equal as all ought in strength 
and application. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, though the Great Chambers extend unto infinity and beyond they are 
themselves finite and with absolute limit. Time alone is the ultimate factor. Though there be Great 
Locations of knowledge, of power, of deeds and error: time alone is the Supreme Master of all Creation. 
Unto time there are neither absolute secrets – for all shall come forth from the naught – nor permanence 
of anything save truth: for truth is the Great Foundation of all Creation. Likened unto Me, truth is 
permanent and unchanging from the Very Beginning unto forever and forever. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, thus I have made all Creation that My Perfection be not in any error, 
and that Mine shall have it all, that they want for nothing beyond My Service: that great shall become 
greater and pleasure shall be the infinite essence thereof. The attainment of Truth, Comprehension and 
Application are the first great learnings that knowledge and understanding of all that is secret be 
common and used wisely. Thus I have made all Creation and thus will I retain it. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, observe the vastness, seeming unending to unending, subject only to 
time. Time is the most malleable of all My Creations and Truth is the most absolute. And that without 
error, for truth cannot be altered. Nay, even time cannot alter truth; the attempted alteration of truth is 
temporary and with appropriate penalty. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, observe that you know, understand and comprehend that My Great 
Creations are of perfected essence unto infinity and are a great balance: that infractions be not 
foreverlasting but are an everlasting testimony and evidence against themselves. Woe to the knowing 
perpetrators thereof. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, This is the beginning and the ending of all My Creations until one has 
become as I am; and so shall it be: Three Hundred and Sixty Creations as I am perfected in all these 
things and go forward unto those Greater Creations I have not yet established. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, behold all before you for although it appears unto forever in time and 
distance, it is but a greater expanse than any of My Creatures have yet comprehended and with greater 
applications and refinements that any of My Creatures have yet accomplished. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that none deceive you: Lo! The knowing ignorance of those who 
profess much wisdom, appointing themselves as great intellects: Do they not claim that in the beginning 
of material creation all matter was compressed into an infinitesimally small piece of matter, then 
exploding into all that is? Yea! They spew such. Do they not claim that black holes consume (intake) 
everything within their sphere and nothing escapes? (Professor Stephen William Hawking disagrees 
and is herewith exempted, his opinions are very close to this given by The Most High): are they not 
knowing liars? Yea! They are knowing liars and knowing fools! And what does a black hole 
accomplish? The separation of mass (including light) into energy: at great compressions and fervent 
heat where even time is an inconstant; emptying itself into Creation as neutrinos (particles of light 
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frequencies moving faster than light and backwards in time – manifest as 'snow' on analog 
television sets) and other parts (particles and energies) never altering My Great Creations as it changes 
in My Established Order! Yea! All that I created in the Very Beginning yet exists, and will not diminish 
until all be fulfilled. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo! They are knowing liars and knowing fools! They consider not 
that I might have brought forth all things of a white hole? Nay, they consider not such lest it portray 
them as evil ignorants, and cling to their knowing inaccuracies of a small particle exploding into a huge 
expanse which their own calculations verify as erroneous! Lo! It was not of a white hole spewing forth 
as a black hole consumes: it was of Mine Own Self that all came forth, ages beyond ages ago; and I have 
not yet finished! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, you have askance of Me?"" 
 
 "Sire, are each of Your Great Creations of the same time?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, no, each are unto themselves. In expanse and endurance as a bead of 
jewels: minute in each but appearance of matched perfection."" 
 
 "Sire, have any of the many Creations contained war and destruction as this?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, no, but each has contained its own calamity; the heavens defiled and 
the depths polluted; and in the Earth: suns bursting (both coming into existence and burning out), 
great collapsings, collisions great and small; and those Living Ones suffering their own penalties upon 
their own heads. 
 ""But this Creation has preferred pollutions (humans, livestock and plant life) and war, at the 
instigation of Lucifer and his Fallen: therefore did I perfect War and gave you life that you destroy the 
Great Deceivers (of all politics, sciences, economics, religions, et cetera): the warmongers, the war 
mongrels and their mongrel (racemixed) generations. For they are the knowing enemies of Truth and 
none are ignorant thereof. Thus they deceive and defile with cunning aforethought: and only the 
unmindful consider them not. Lo! Does not a full third of My Holy Law apply to farmers, processors 
and marketers of food and all thereof? And where therein have I permitted hybrids of any kind?; for they 
are tasteless, without natural nutrition and contain all manner of vile poisons! Lo! I shall not excuse any 
who violate even the most-minor elements of My Holy Law in That Day! Yea! The stench of burning 
and decaying congregations of That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople and all her 
Harlot Daughters; the Demon-possessed Islam of Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and 
Jakarta; the despicable of self-devouring Hindus; and the Sons of Ashkenaz: That Great Synagogue of 
Satan in guise of My House of My Holy Septre, even Judah; shall be a sweet savor unto Me! Lo! I am 
The Most Patient, yet I long for the curls of stench and smoke that My Soul shall be satisfied of That 
Great Cleansing! 
 
 [No hybrid of any kind will breed true! It takes generations of careful and flawless selection 
to restore just the physical. Blessings and Curses are always three and four generations – and in 
the instance of Anusazi/Adama "SOULS" specifically of Accursed Canaan and Accursed Cush – 
can be perpetual except by due Repentance to The Most High and NOT to any subordinate 
including the non-existent "Jesus"!] 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, therefore at a time I, Myself, have established will there be great 
horrors upon the World. And the Fathers of those calamities are Lucifer and his dedicated minions: 
Ashkenazis Mayer Amschel Rothschild, Karl Heinrich Marx and Friedrich Engels. Woe to the knowing 
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perpetrators thereof for they are not in ignorance and their knowing deceptions and malicious endeavors 
are upon their own heads, the blood and agonies thereof unmovable from their hands. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are there any in this Generation of Fire you correctly despise more? 
Nay! I say not. Lo! There are many upon whom your Testimony shall not spare, and My Great Judgment 
awaits their conviction. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, there are those that refuse My Voice of Truth unto them from Me 
with all evidences: therefore, there are those that refuse My Voice of Truth unto them from you: because 
you are Mine of your own earning and they are of the Damned of their own choosing. So shall it be and 
remain upon all such for they are Living Testimony against themselves, and none can gainsay them in 
any presence. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, I have shown you much of the Infinite Mysteries of My Great 
Creation, and now I reveal unto you other Mysteries, collusions, conspiracies and dedications of the 
Damned. In many Realms of the Chambers of Infinite Truth, many Realms of the Chambers of Infinite 
Comprehension and many Realms of the Chambers of Infinite Application are those who lurk to destroy 
for the sake of destruction. Without justification, without cause, without consideration. And they 
suppose themselves superior in all they do. 
 ""In all the World – for they have not access to all Creation – they are the vile dressed in the 
Robes of Pretence. The vile are those of Lucifer and his minions, and they parade themselves as being of 
the cloth and having authority of and access unto Me, the Supreme Divine. 
 ""They do not! 
 ""Lo! They have not public access to the Nephilim who created them! 
 ""They do not possess either authority of nor access unto Me: or they would Honor Mine 
Anointeds rather than persecute and murder them! Do they not persecute and seek to murder you and all 
My Beloved Akurians, Proven Knowers of your Holy Appointment even this very hour? Yea! And they 
shall not restrain themselves unto Shiloh! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, these are the Damnables, some even before Ish (Adam), Anunnaki of 
the Nephilim and fellows of equal abandon. Lo! They present themselves in colors and great carvings 
and great engravings: that all Adama be deceived of them. They spare not to slaughter whole 
generations to enforce their lies and their deceptions. And these are the Ancient Musters of all those of 
the World and their pretences. 
 ""And of these I have noted the Righteous (*): of the others there are none more vile: 
 
 ""Aker – God of the earth and the horizon "World as opposed to Earth Plane"; 
 ""Akhenaten* – known before the fifth year of his reign as Amenhotep IV; 
 ""Ammit – Goddess who devoured condemned souls "female 'boogie man'"; 
 ""Amenhotep Son of Hapu* – Scribe, architect, Court of Amenhotep III "deified for his 
wisdom"; 
 ""Am-heh – Dangerous underworld God "Luciferian minion"; 
 ""Amun – Reputed Creator God, patron Deity City of Thebes, Preeminent Deity in Egypt during 
the New Kingdom "really, a great over-blown nothing"; 
 ""Amunet – Female soulmate of Amun, member of the Ogdoad "Eight knowers, Wise Ones, 
reputed Intelligencia"; 
 ""Anat – Syrian war and fertility Goddess "entered Egyptian religion in the Middle Kingdom"; 
 ""Anhur – God of war and hunting "tame wildlife, never dangerous ones"; 
 ""Anput – Goddess of the dead and mummification "female mortician to keep track of the dead 
body"; 
 ""Anti – Falcon God, worshipped in myth as River Stix ferryman "for greater Gods"; 
 ""Anubis – God of embalming, protector of the dead "primarily to prevent disease"; 
 ""Anuket – Goddess of Egypt's southern frontier regions "Nubia, lower cataracts of the Nile"; 
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 ""Apedemak – Lion God from Nubia "appears in some Egyptian-built temples in Lower Nubia"; 
 ""Apep – Serpent Demon of evil, malevolent/treacherous chaos "said to fight Ra in the 
underworld every night" – often a mythological stand-in for Lucifer; 
 ""Apis Bulls* – worshipped as Gods at Memphis as manifestation of Ptah: Enki; who ruled 
Egypt for over 9,000 years; 
 ""Arensnuphis – Nubian Deity in Egyptian temples in Lower Nubia "Greco-Roman era"; 
 ""Ash – God of the Libyan Desert and oases "primarily western deserts of Egypt"; 
 ""Asherah* – first wife of Yahweh, abandoned because she would not corrupt; 
 ""Astarte – Canaanite Warrior Goddess of Syria "polluted Egyptians in the New Kingdom"; 
 ""Aten – Sun Disk Deity, the 'one god' Atenist system "Reign of Akhenaten"; 
 ""Atum – Creator/Solar "First and Eldest God of the Ennead"; 
 ""Baal – Syrian Canaanite Sky and Storm God "worshipped in Egypt during the pollution"; 
 ""Ba'alat Gebal – Canaanite Goddess, patroness City of Byblos "adopted into the Egyptian 
pollution"; 
 ""Babi – Baboon God "representing sexuality and aggression"; 
 ""Banebdjedet – Ram God "patron City of Mendes"; 
 ""Ba-Pef – Underworld Deity "a devil that could infect anywhere – a dust devil"; 
 ""Bast – Lioness/Cat Goddess, fertility, protection from evil "patroness City of Bubastis"; 
 ""Bat – Early Egyptian Cow Goddess pre Adama "title and image eventually absorbed by 
Hathor"; 
 ""Bennu – Bird Solar Deity "Creator Deity generally depicted as a stork"; 
 ""Bes – Apotropaic God depicted as a dwarf "reputed to protect children and women in 
childbirth"; 
 ""Bua'knet – Scribe, Senior of the Scripts of the Temples and the Tombs; Egyptian Book of the 
Dead, Mystery Scrolls, kept his name and titles secret; 
 ""Buchis – Live Bull God worshipped at Thebes "presented as Falcon-God of War before 
Horus"; 
 ""Dedun* – Nubian Businessman "provided incense and other Nubian products" self-appointed 
as a God to negotiate with Egyptian Royalty"; 
 ""Geb – A totally worthless Son of Atum depicted as an earth God "Member of the Ennead"; 
 ""Ha – Libyan Desert God, co-hort of Ash "keeper, oases west of Egypt"; 
 ""Hapi – Personification of the annual Nile Flood "God of death, destruction and rebirth" not to 
be confused with Hapi, Righteous Son of Horus; 
 ""Hathor – One of the names of Ninhursag, naming herself of the First Plane of My Heavens, 
falsely claiming authority of the heavens, sun, sexuality, motherhood and the afterlife. Naught but a 
harlot dedicated to incestuous orgies. Often presents herself with the Eye of Ra; 
 ""Hatmehit – Goddess of Fish, rivers, ponds and seas "located at Mendes"; 
 ""Hedetet – Goddess of Scorpions "treachery in the night"; 
 ""Heh – Reputed personification of infinity "Member of the Ogdoad"; 
 ""Heka – Magician, illusionist "master of trickery"; 
 ""Heket – Frog Goddess, protector of women in childbirth "giving birth in the wilderness"; 
 ""Heryshaf – Ram God of Herakleopolis Magna "often depicted in defense mode"; 
 ""Hesat – Cow Goddess as a female "provider of milk and meat"; 
 ""Horus* – Son of Osiris and Isis, still alive, an Anunnaki. Third of the Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse. Depicted as Falcon Headed, linked with the sky, sun, kingship, protection, and law. "The 
most despised of the Nephilim because he will not compromise Holy Law"; 
 "" – Imsety* – Son of Horus out of wife Serket/Serqet, depicted in canopic jars to hold 
mummified entrails; a most-sacred duty toward resurrection of the deceased; 
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 "" – Duamutef* – Son of Horus out of wife Serket/Serqet, depicted in canopic jars to hold 
mummified entrails; a most-sacred duty toward resurrection of the deceased; 
 "" – Hapi* – Son of Horus out of wife Serket/Serqet, depicted in canopic jars to hold mummified 
entrails; a most-sacred duty toward resurrection of the deceased; 
 "" – Qebehsenuef* – Son of Horus out of wife Serket/Serqet, depicted in canopic jars to hold 
mummified entrails; a most-sacred duty toward resurrection of the deceased; 
 ""Hu – Pretense of Authority over all spoken words; 
 ""Iah – Moon God, one of lunacy "excuses willful ignorance"; 
 ""Iat – Milk Goddess of Nursing "Nephilim, Adama and livestock"; 
 ""Ihy – Hathor's, inept musical prodigy "capable of barely keeping time with a shesheset, an 
open, handled tambourine"; 
 ""Imentet – Goddess of Embalming who only cleaned up "linked herself with Isis and Hathor"; 
 ""Imhotep* – Architect, Vizier to Djoser "deified as a healer"; 
 ""Ishtar – East Semitic Astarte, queen of the east "deified more by Greeks than Egyptians"; 
 ""Isis* – Wife of Osiris and mother of Horus, a major Deity in Greek and Roman religion 
"returned to Sirius on orders of Horus"; 
 ""Iusaaset – One of the whores of Atum, mother of Shu and Tefnut "false "grandmother of all 
deities""; 
 ""Khepri – Scarab Beetle God, morning form of Ra "another reason for the people to sacrifice"; 
 ""Kherty – God of the Underworld, graves and caverns "depicted as a ram"; 
 ""Khnum – Patron Deity of Elephantine, who was said to control the Nile flood and give life to 
Gods and humans "also depicted as a ram"; 
 ""Khonsu – Moon God "powerless son of Amun and Mut"; 
 ""Maahes – Lion God, son of Bast "a devourer without consideration"; 
 ""Maat – Goddess of Truth, Justice and Order "who weighed the heart of a deceased against the 
feather in their crown to determine how justly they were or had ruled"; 
 ""Mafdet – Goddess of Destruction, the first of female empowerment after and second only to 
Ninhursag "her primary duty was to keep the Landing and Temple sites free of scorpions, snakes and 
wildlife"; 
 ""Mandulis* – Adama Merchant, caravan chief from Lower Nubia "elevated to high status to 
effect trading"; 
 ""Mehit – Shu posing as a lioness Goddess, consort of Onuris "posing as Tefnut"; 
 ""Menhit* – Nubian huntress who supplied caravans with food and protection "elevated to 
goddess because of her weapon accuracy and skill"; 
 ""Mehen – Serpent God, protects the Matet of Ra as it travels through the underworld "against 
whatever lives in the River Stix"; 
 ""Mehet-Weret – Cow Goddess of the skies who caused and controlled floods "often shown with 
a Sun Disc on her head in the later ages"; 
 ""Meretseger – Cobra Goddess who ruled Theban Necropolis "after the cobra became sacred"; 
 ""Meskhenet – Goddess of Destiny who presided over childbirth "determined whether they 
would have a soul or not"; 
 ""Min – God of Trading Routes, ruled Akhmim and Qift "and the Eastern Egyptian Desert"; 
 ""Mnevis* – Live Bull worshipped at Heliopolis "as a manifestation of the God Ra"; 
 ""Montu – Anunnaki aircraft War Commander who destroyed the five cities of the plain 
"worshipped at Thebes as a God of War and a God of the Sun"; 
 ""Mut – Consort of Amun "worshipped at Thebes"; 
 ""Nebethetepet – One of the house whores of Atum who collected in the name of Ninhursag 
"often for whore services at orgies"; 
 ""Neferneferuaten Nefertiti*, Egyptian Queen, Great Royal Wife of Akhenaten; 
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 ""Nefertum – Son of Ptah and Sekhmet, God of the Flowers "from which Ptah rose at the 
beginning of time – actually at World inhabitation for mining"; 
 ""Nehebu-Kau* – One of the original True Metaphysicians "who could bind and loosen the Ka, 
Ba and even Ra!" Spiritual Instructor of all 175 Anointeds; 
 ""Nehmetawy – Goddess consort of Nehebu-Kau "often confused with Thoth"; 
 ""Neith – One of the original compliment of Anunnaki, a scientist who documented the World's 
wildlife "her laboratory and home-temple was a Zau in Egypt"; 
 ""Nekhbet – One of Atum's home whores "a vulture by personality"; 
 ""Neper – God of Grain responsible for the harvesting of all food "emmer wheat known as barley 
for both bread and beer"; 
 ""Nepit, Godess of Grain, soulmate of Neper "managed the threshing floors, preservation and 
processing"; 
 ""Nephthys – Member of the Ennead, wife of Set "mourned Osiris with Isis"; 
 ""Ninhursag – Daughter of Anu, sister of Enki and Enlil; later claimed the name of Hathor to 
make herself appear 'divine;' 
 ""Nu – God of the Formless, watery disorder from which the World was created "member of the 
Ogdoad"; 
 ""Nut – Granddaughter of Atum, daughter of Shu and Tefnut, mother of Osiris, Horus the Elder, 
Set, Isis and Nephthys. Depicted completely crossing the sky in the Tomb of Seti and others "a member 
of the Ennead"; 
 ""Orobas* – A powerful Great Prince, having twenty legions under his command; gives true 
answers of things past, present and future, divinity, and the creation of the world.; He confers dignities, 
prelacies, and the favour of friends and foes. Orobas does not permit that any spirit tempts him, and 
never deceives anyone. 
 ""Osiris* – Murdered by his brother Set, buried under the Gizeh Plateau. After death given to 
rule the underworld "fathered Horus, the Younger, via genetic manipulation by Isis after death and 
dismemberment"; 
 ""Pakhet – Lioness Goddess known for her sharp claws and hunting accuracy "worshipped in 
Beni Hasan where she lived"; 
 ""Ptah – Enki persona who ruled Egypt for nine thousand years "Patron God of Memphis"; 
 ""Qetesh – Syrian Canaan Goddess of sexuality and moralless ecstasy "adopted into Egyptian 
religion during the New Kingdom"; 
 ""Ra* – The Sun. Both Creation and the Afterlife. "claimed father of all Egyptian Kings and 
Queens"; 
 ""Raet-Tawy – Mythical female Ra "to provide the appearance of balance to the deception"; 
 ""Renenutet – Goddess of Agriculture and Fate, destiny "gave each person their secret name at 
birth"; 
 ""Reshep – Syrian War God who forced as much intermarriage with the Egyptians as possible. 
Weakened the Egyptians "making them more vulnerable to the Hyksos"; 
 ""Renpet – Goddess of Time, calendrical calculator "seasons and return of Nibiru"; 
 ""Satet – Goddess of War, sentry of Egypt's southern frontier regions "to keep the Nubians out"; 
 ""Seker – God of Afterlife in general "crafting funerary vessels, jars and regalia"; 
 ""Sekhmet – Goddess of Medicine, one of the original Anunnaki. A chemist and physician, 
consort of Ptah; 
 ""Serapis – Pretender who fused traits of Osiris and Apis with several other Greek Gods "pretend 
husband of Isis"; 
 ""Serket* "Serqet, wife of Horus, mother of Imsety, Duamutef, Hapi and Qebehsenuef" – 
Goddess of Nature, herbalist, fertility, nature, animals, medicine, magic, and healing venomous 
injections "invoked for healing and protection from disease"; 
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 ""Seshat – Goddess of Documentation, original record-keeper "scribe"; 
 ""Set – Murderer of Osiris, enemy of Horus "violent, selfish, without morals or honor"; 
 ""Shai – God of Fate, husband of Renenutet "later depicted with Shepset, hippopotamus"; 
 ""Shed* – Mythical spirit believed to save people from danger and misfortune that never actually 
existed; 
 ""Shesmetet – A lioness Goddess; 
 ""Shezmu – God of wine and oil presses who also slaughters condemned souls; 
 ""Shu – Embodiment of wind or air, a member of the Ennead; 
 ""Sia – Personification of perception; 
 ""Sobek – Crocodile God, worshipped in the Faiyum and at Kom Ombo; 
 ""Sopdu – God of the Sky and of Egypt's eastern border regions; 
 ""Sopdet – Deification of the star Sirius; 
 ""Ta-Bitjet – A minor scorpion Goddess; 
 ""Tatenen – Personification of the first mound of earth to emerge from chaos in ancient Egyptian 
creation myths; 
 ""Taweret – Hippopotamus Goddess, protector of women in childbirth; 
 ""Tefnut – Goddess of moisture and a member of the Ennead; 
 ""Tenenet – Wife of Montu. Goddess of childbirth and beer, protector of the uterus of pregnant 
women; 
 ""Thoth – God of the moon, of writing and scribes and patron Deity of Hermopolis; 
 ""Tutu – An apotropaic God from the Greco-Roman era; 
 ""Unut – Goddess represented as a snake or a hare, worshipped in the region of Hermopolis; 
 ""Wadjet – Cobra Goddess, the tutelary Deity of Lower Egypt; 
 ""Wadj-wer – Personification of the Mediterranean sea or lakes of the Nile Delta; 
 ""Weneg – Son of Ra who maintains cosmic order; 
 ""Wepwawet – Jackal God, patron Deity of Asyut, connected with warfare and afterlife; 
 ""Werethekau – Goddess who protected the king; 
 ""Wosret – Minor Goddess of Thebes; 
 ""Yam – Syrian God of the sea who appears in some Egyptian texts' 
 ""Yahweh – Commander of the Nephilim Earth Detachment (Anunnaki ExtraTerrestrials), 
abandoned his wife Asherah when he declared himself as "Creator God" over all things instead of just 
from Adama to Moshe. 
 ""These are the most vile save those I have noted (*). All are Anunnaki of the Nephilim or mix 
with Adama. None I have not exempted are to be trusted except to deceive and promote unrestrained 
murder, especially of innocents and ignorant. Know that much of their titles are but claims and therefore 
of neither authority or competence. Yea, they know My Holy Law and they cease not to enforce against 
it that My People, even My Holy Ones should they falter, involve themselves in the abominations; 
 
 ""That you and all of Your Testimony (Proven Knowers, Disciples, Seekers of Truth) be not 
deceived; and be not deceived by the Anunnaki: 
 ""A son born of a King and his Queen wife is a Prince; a daughter born of a King and his Queen 
wife is a Princess; and are due heirs thereof. A son born of either but not of the other is but a son of 
entitlement; a daughter born of either but not of the other is a daughter of entitlement; and are due heirs 
of their parentage save the lineage of authority. A son or a daughter born out of wedlock, without 
exception, is a bastard even should the parents marry after the birth; but woe to whomsoever shall 
abandon their bastard child, for that bastard is a child and not capable unto itself; and is still due as an 
heir thereof including the worth of that house in all but the succession of the lineage of authority. Lo! A 
bastard shall not in any manner enter into My True Temple, nor present themselves before My Holy 
Altar as of righteous birth Before Me as Testimony against the parentage thereof! Lo! Even a bastard in 
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full repentance Before Me shall in no wise enter My True Temple: for they are living Testimony against 
the abominations of their fathers (and their mothers) unto Shiloh! 
 ""A son or a daughter born of separate (different) races is a mongrel and the parents thereof are 
forfeit their souls because of that abomination. There is no greater Blaspheme Against The Holy Spirit 
of Truth! Lo! Are not the harlot (female) participants thereof forever marked by telegany? Yea! It is a 
great abomination Before Me and across all My Many Creations: because it is the supreme act of 
harlotry. Lo! Neither a mongrel nor the parentage thereof shall in any manner enter into My True 
Temple, nor present themself as righteous lineage Before Me! Lo! Even a mongrel in full repentance 
Before Me shall in no wise enter My True Temple: for they are Living Testimony against the 
abominations and blasphemes of their fathers (and their mothers) unto Shiloh! 
 ""A son or daughter born of harlotry is both a victim and a mongrel, whether the mother went 
whoring or the father went whoring, the blaspheme of them is equal and only the child is near innocent 
Before Me. Lo! Are not the women of the night willing partners?; the men of the night seekers of vile?; 
neither to husband nor to wife but of whoredom? Lo! I shall not excuse those who walk the way and 
accept their whoredom as happenstance. For thus I made marriage holy and set the boundaries thereof. 
Never shall I excuse a forced intercourse, for rape is rape, and an evil abomination in My Sight: and the 
rapist shall be put to death with their blood upon their own head. 
 ""A false accusation of rape shall not be tolerated and shall be considered as the crime of rape 
against the accuser: and the false accuser shall be put to death with their blood upon their own head and 
thus shall the silliness of vain and evil women be removed from before My Face. 
 ""A son or a daughter born of incest is a victim of unspeakable evil: and woe shall not be absent 
upon the knowing perpetrator. Know the child is a child, innocent Before Me and an Eternal Testimony 
before all My Many Creations. Though I dispose of that entity, without mercy as I have ordained, the 
agonies thereof of all they shall accomplish, and the blood thereof, shall be accounted upon the heads 
and hands of both the parentage and the instigators thereof. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that whomsoever shall harm a child, born and unborn, I shall 
not spare! Upon whomsoever shall profit from the harm of a child I shall expand Perditon that they burn 
forever. A mother's life is often the price of a child, for so it is in My Anger. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, be not deceived of the Anunnaki of the Nephilim! Lo! They are vile, 
of themselves they are vile; and few are of Me and My Holy Law. Therefore, trust none and time will 
prove them yea or nay! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, though the despicable are rampant upon the land and an infestation 
upon the people: you are My Living Testimony that of all blasphemes there is none greater than 
claiming baptism of My Holy Spirit of Truth being nothing but self-inflicted mind deceptions: Yea!; 
they are evidences and testimonies against themselves! Upon such claims of receiving the Holy Ghost: 
do they perform any miracles?; water into wine?; healing all manner of the sick and afflicted?; raising 
the proven dead?; or accurately prophesying? Nay! Neither do they keep My Holy Sabbaths nor obey 
My Holy Law! Lo! They have deceived themselves within themselves and are far more of Lucifer than 
they are a mite of Me! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, have you not witnessed these damnations?; at Carolina?, at Four 
States?, Fairmont?, at Pittsburgh?, at such gatherings across the Nation of Ephraim? Yea! For I, Myself, 
held Presence at your right hand as they testified of their knowing lies in testimony against themselves: 
and in the very company of My Prophet among them that they knew not nor did they recognize! Woe! 
For the abominations upon them are upon their own heads and at their own hands! 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, beware the Yhukuzuts (YOU-COO-ZAHTS , those who create and 
distort problems that they extort to solve/treat them, mental health being the foremost example), 
vile Spirits who created the Lodges and the Jesuits to deny the True and Righteous: publishing grand lies 
and displayed brilliance upon the deceived that they erroneously assume they are the select of wisdom 
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and the righteous right of power. As the cities were built it is the Yhukuzuts that determined the lay and 
purposes thereof. And their handiwork of cramped and useless alleyways, excrement in the streets, cold 
and darkened depths to inflict their miseries upon inhabitants separated by wealth and status. Lo! It was 
the design of the Yhukuzuts that polluted the people, poisoned the rivers and devastated the land. Lo! 
Are not the corruptions and unquestionable authorities yet today, even this hour? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, beware the Yhukuzuts, for they have hidden themselves in the most-
secret shadows of the most-secret Lodges and secret course pavilions of all governments and it is the 
Yhukuzuts who are the creators of all emotionalisms of all false religions. It is the Yhukuzuts acting 
from afar that deceived the Sons of Shem and the Sons of Japheth to modify and distort the Truth of 
their fathers unto their own fourth and fifth generations in the sight of Utnapishtim: who was selected 
because he was pure in his generations. It is the Yhukuzuts that perpetuate knowing lies as truth and 
spare not to enforce those lies by all and any means. Yea, it is the Yhukuzuts who entice only pleasure 
as the most desirable of achievements; and it is the Yhukuzuts that sent Diana out with the daughters of 
the land and destroyed her. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts that rejoiced in the Lodges at Richmond and 
Indianapolis and Washington that they had secured you unto your death. Lo! The Yhukuzuts heralded 
light unto the empty corners and closets in celebration. And that joy remained until your first slaughter 
of them required reckoning. For those of the Spirits of Yhukuzuts are adamant unto death until it is their 
own. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Lodges that have corrupted the 
races, knowing that I am The God of Absolute Purity; and that nothing impure can enter into My Very 
Presence! Though it is an enormous abomination Before Me and a tremendous loss of souls I will 
neither alter My Holy Law nor forgive the unrepentant. Avenge them as you will for, Lo!, are you not 
My Holy Avenger? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My Seraphim with 
division aforethought that caused the Great Fall to erupt. Though Lucifer (Son of the Morning) became 
a deviate upon his own head, the Yhukuzuts adorned him with their own glamours supposing they had 
all success and all victory. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My Cherubim who sent 
thousands upon thousands into the realms of the unworthy. Lo! My Cherubim are not infants as a 
nursery, but huge and of great experience and wisdom. Many who preferred the emotions of the 
Yhukuzuts to their own perfection stand in the ranks awaiting Me to accept their repentance. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My Thrones that are the 
Seats of My Many Judgments and My Many Revelations: that all who sit thereon err in all they do and 
abuse in their administrations, preferring cliques of profit to Truth, Honor, Integrity and Justice. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of Dominion casting the 
generations into supposed superiority over that which they have only responsibility to teach and instruct 
Truth, Honor, Integrity and Justice. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My Virtues that present 
evil and good, approved wrong and right and correct and secret lies as truth upon the uninitiated. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My Powers that claim 
sacraments are My Forgiveness, bread as flesh and wine as blood in the names of demons and emblems 
of death as those of life everlasting. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My Principalities to cause 
them to be of none effect; for it is Me alone that establishes rule and order and removes the crowns of 
authority and success of leaders. That I may permit them for a little season I burn them for their neglects 
even as I burn them for their abuses and even as I burn them for their excesses. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My (fallen) Archangels 
that they spare not hour by hour to restrain Me in all I command of them; and My (Seven unfallen) 
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Archangels fear not the abominations they must restrain and remove. Neither do My Archangels 
complain of the much they do to maintain My Holy Will and their Righteousness Before Me to be 
worthy of their duties. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Order of My Messengers (Angels) 
that they should drift in their ways, alter My Holy Law to accommodate the worthless and express 
comfort unto all who live disobedience and rebellion against Me. Many have the Yhukuzuts sent astray 
and I will consume all who adhere to them. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is the Yhukuzuts infested in the Choirs of those who have 
advocated the damnations secreted in the lodges. The Choirs repent not, therefore they have ought 
Before Me save their own destructions upon their own heads. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, though the Yhukuzuts profess much mystery they are but deceivers. 
Lo! My Many (all-but uncountable) Great Mysteries settled in My Many Realms of Great Mysteries 
where you have seen and learned at the feet of My Great Masters: are not all the Yhukuzuts lacking in 
the True Knowledges thereof? Yea! And I will not abide them, thus they seek to destroy all Mine Holy 
Ones of Truth. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, spare not either the Yhukuzuts or those who abide them for they are 
not of Me nor of any of My Great Mysteries. Lo! My Great Mysteries are not of any evil, nor of any 
deception, nor of powers or authorities of abuse or of injustice. Lo! Much of great ado exudes from the 
Yhukuzuts as scripture unto the ignorant and the deceived: though failure is absolute, the ignorant and 
deceived remain and are violent in their retention of all the Yhukuzuts expend upon them. And here is 
evidence, among all the Yhukuzut infected religions are the Lodges present: within the congregations, 
within the offices and upon the altars. Yea! The mystery of their untold failures is present among them 
and their secrets are testimony against them. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, though there be masses of Deluded and the Damned and vast scripts 
of the Doctrines of Death: the Yhukuzuts are the fathers and mothers of both. Lo! Are there not those 
who suppose great followings or longevity are evidences of truth and of sanctity? Yea! And such is 
neither a mystery, a deception, nor a doctrine to any of Mine! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are not the very skies subject to your Command?; do not the Great 
Winds heed your summons?; and the lifting up and tearing down of great entities and organizations 
obedient to your discernments?; and the Command of My Beloved Akurians, Pathfinders of My Own 
Great Testimony? Yea! For they seek the perfections of My Holy Law and not the Secrets of the Satans 
as do the Yhukuzuts and all their minions. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, it is a truth of the Yhukuzuts that none of the adherents or the 
obedients of the Synagogue of Satan are without the secret deceptions of the Yhukuzuts upon them. 
Yea! There is not one temple upon the whole World that is not profaned of the Yhukuzuts. There is not 
one holy place upon the whole World that is not desecrated of the Yhukuzuts. There is not one altar 
upon the whole World that is not dedicated to the Yhukuzuts and their putrid secrets save those builded 
with your hands. And those few altars the Yhukuzuts nor any of their adherents can in any manner 
pollute. Yea! They dare not approach beyond the bounds lest I require it upon their heads in That Day! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, observe all the deeds and doings upon the whole World by the 
trusteds thereof and you will see the secrets of the Yhukuzuts accomplish their destructions. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that where whoredom and immorality (pornography, sodomy, 
harlotry) exists: there is the essence of the Yhukuzuts; endorsed by all the Lodges, all the churches, all 
the temples, all the mosques and all the religions: heralding My Name! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that where violence (gangs), organized destruction (organized 
crime protected by government) and socialism exists: there is the essence of the Yhukuzuts; endorsed 
by all the Lodges, all the churches, all the temples, all the mosques and all the religions: heralding My 
Name! 
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 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know without exception nonesuch are of Me even unto the slightest 
and that I am not of them unto the slightest. Know that in all My Judgments they are the most-
treacherous of abominations against all Truth; and I despise them even as That Great Babylonian Harlot 
at Rome and Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters; the Demon-possessed Islam of Mecca, 
Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Jakarta; and the despicable of self-devouring Hindus; and all 
those who are not of My Holy Law! Lo! The vile Spirit of Yhukuzuts pervades them and none are 
ignorant, but are knowing participants. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know: it is the Spirits of Evil that deceive the harlots of Israel to 
receive in their wombs of the Accursed Canaanites and Accursed Unrepentant Cush and the mongers of 
Israel to plant their seed in the wombs of Accursed Canaanites and Accursed Unrepentant Cush bringing 
forth soulless mongrels as testimony of their abominations: Yea! It is an Abomination and Blaspheme 
Against My Holy Spirit of Truth: which shall never be forgiven for they know the evil they do. Yea! 
They suppose themselves a great sacrifice of relief: and defy My Curses that I shall not remove! Yea! 
Their whoredoms, their abominations and their blasphemes are upon their own heads and the heads of 
all their mongrels in all their generations after them unto forever! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that where there are abominations by governments and 
governmental authorities, they are testimony against themselves and evidence of the vile Spirit of 
Yhukuzuts; and whatsoever you shall determine of them is justified in My Sight! Lo! Have I not sent 
you to be My Living Testimony of them?, My Supreme Avenger against them? Therefore, because they 
have chosen evil upon themselves, spare them not! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, as it is upon Accursed Canaan and Accursed Unrepentant Cush, there 
shall be no more the Yhukuzuts, nor any of their adherents, Before My Throne in Israel! Yea! I will 
dissolve their bones into nothingness. 
 
 ""Of all things: secular, religious, political, social, Righteous and Demonic; know the evil 
thereof, for there is more evil upon the World than any other condition. Of all the evils upon the whole 
of the World, none is more virulent than the religions, none more vile than the socialisms, and none 
more putrid than the hybrids and genetically modifieds. 
 ""Of all things: know Your Testimony thereof: for you are My Supreme Testimony of the whole 
World and all thereof, thereupon and thereabout. Behold! The Anunnaki, who lay snares against the 
ignorant that they be destroyed because their ignorance. Behold! The Nephilim, who comprehend much, 
share little and perpetuate agony unto destruction. Behold! The Demons of Babylon, Rome, 
Constantinople, Jerusalem, Mecca and Medina: Lo!, they are vile in My Sight and a contamination unto 
all Creation and a putrid unto all existence. Behold! The Traitors of District of Columbia, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, Ottawa, Mexico City (North American Free Trade Agreement, NAFTA), Canberra, 
Wellington, London, Brussels, Tokyo and Singapore (Counsel on Foreign Relations, Chatham House, 
European Common Market): they are the mouth, the hands and the feet of all that is abominable in 
My Sight! Let not anything of them be a distraction or pretence of any other: for they are vile in My 
Sight and a contamination unto all Creation and a putrid unto all existence! Trust them not in any 
appearance nor in any pretence: for they are as cast off dung. 
 ""Beware first the Ashkenazi! For it is Ashkenaz that creates atrocity that they be enriched to 
absolve it! It is the Ashkenazi that screams of oppression when they are the oppressor; and of anti-
semitism knowing they are not of Shem but of Japheth: and are not Heirs of My Unalterable Promise 
upon Abraham (Ibra from where we get the Title "Hebrew" and "Iberia") but are essence and 
substance of the Synagogue of Satan. 
 
 [Ashkenazi – Revelation 2:9, 3:9; even in the days of Immanuel and Simon, the Rock. They 
were an infection then and a disease now. To know them is to want to destroy them, and their total 
extermination from this planet is fully justified by Holy Law.] 
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 ""Beware and know: Ashkenaz is the Grand Manipulator; even of That Great Babylonian Harlot 
at Rome and Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters, the insane Demons of Islam at Mecca, 
Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Jakarta, and Mayer Amschel Rothschild, Karl Heinrich Marx 
and Friedrich Engels and all their generations! For they are the very breath of Lucifer and all his minions 
upon the World and into the far reaches. 
 ""Beware, though Japheth dwells in all the places of Shem, Japheth has brought forth a vile and 
an evil in his generations: even of Gomer who brought forth Ashkenaz, for Ashkenaz is the most vile, 
most evil servant of the Synagogues of Satan wherever is he permitted to exist! Lo! Japheth has brought 
forth the Sword of Death into his own generations, and yet he stands innocent Before Me. Though I 
unsheathe your Great Sword against Magog and Gog because they are sent of Ashkenaz, Rothschild, 
Marx, Engles and the demon possessed who adhere them: I shall not excuse them nor shall I permit 
blame upon Japheth. 
 ""Of all things that are, that have been and will be, even unto Shiloh: the horrors of Ashkenaz 
shall be written with the blood of many; that ignorant innocents consider not the evils before their own 
eyes nor the horrors upon their own heads. 
 ""Woe to whomsoever and their generations after them: who shall follow the deceptions of 
Ashkenaz; for their death shall be upon their own head and their blood upon their own hands. Lo! With 
My Own Ear I hear Your Righteous Testimony of them; and I send even My Own Messengers of My 
Own Presence and find them not counter to Your Righteous Testimony of them. Therefore, because 
Your Testimony is True and without error, even in Ashkenaz's many attempts at entrapment, I will hear 
Your Testimony of True Repentance. For howsoever long you shall remain upon the World, shall I hear 
Your Testimony Before Me. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo! The damnations of Ashkenaz shall not remain among My Iberians 
(Hebrews) nor My Chosen People, Israel. Though the Septre shall not depart from Judah and unto him 
shall the gathering of the Tribes (of Israel) be at Shiloh; I will not excuse Ashkenaz for any of their 
deceptions. Neither will I excuse those deceived of Ashkenaz, for their neglect is an equal and knowing-
evil abomination. Yea! Are not all the desecrations of Israel, Judah, Levi and those of their company but 
manifestations of the knowing-evils of Ashkenaz? Are not those knowing-evils published by Ashkenaz 
unto a willingly deceived by Ashkenaz? Yea! And more evils also! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are you not My Living Testimony of knowingly mindful suppressions 
of My Holy Truth at the hand of all Ashkenazis? Yea! Your Testimony Before Me is True: and 
Ashkenaz is the whole of that abomination! Yea! The very existence of My Beloved Akurians, Yea!, 
even a solitary of My Great Testimony, is My Assured Death and Destruction of Ashkenaz and any and 
all who behold them as My Chosen People: for they are not! Yea! And so shall it be unto Shiloh! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Living Testimony of This Generation of Fire, My Holy Anointed 
upon the whole World, My Living Word to the whole Earth: spare not Ashkenaz in anything: for they 
are the living lie of Israel, putrid as That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople and all 
her Harlot Daughters, the insane Demons of Islam at Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and 
Jakarta who are an equal Abomination of Truth and Spirit, and knowing liars, advocating the edicts of 
wholesale murder of Mayer Amschel Rothschild, Karl Heinrich Marx and Friedrich Engels. Lo! They 
are not innocents, neither are they persecuted; but suffer the agonies of those who refuse to die the death 
that all Ashkenazis might deceive and rule the whole World. Yea! It was Ashkenaz that published and 
does still advocate the knowing required murders of innocents as adherents to the Scripts of Damnation 
by Karl Heinrich Marx and Friedrich Engels – Lo! Were not Mayer Amschel Rothschild's generations 
full and knowing fellows providing financing to the exclusion of available Truth there would be a 
complete absence of all those abominations. 
 
[On the Jewish Question (1844) 
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Critique of Hegel's Philosophy (1844) 
The Holy Family (1844) 
The German Ideology (1845) – Theses on Feuerbach (1888) 
The Poverty of Philosophy (1847) 
The Communist Manifesto (1848) 
Wage Labour and Capital (1849) 
The Class Struggles in France, (1850) 
The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon (1852) 
A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (1859) 
Theories of Surplus Value (1863) 
Value, Price and Profit (speech 1865) (1898) 
Capital (Das Kapital): Critique of Political Economy (1867) 
The Civil War in France (1871) 
Capital, Volume I (1885) 
Revolution and Counter-Revolution in Germany (Friedrich Engels, Karl Marx) (1896)] 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that I have not spared them, Righteous Abel has burned them 
all; and I will not remove their horrors from them! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that of all scripts: all hidden, long suppressed and forced, none 
have greater potential of blood (wholesale murder) than those of Karl Heinrich Marx and Friedrich 
Engels! Nay!, not even the degenerated scripts of That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and 
Constantinople and all her Harlot Daughters, nor the psychopath renderings of Abū al-Qāsim 
Muhammad ibn Abd Allāh ibn Abd al-Muṭṭalib ibn Hāshim: Twelfth of My Promised Princes of 
Ishmael; will have murdered as unjustly nor as wantonly. No! There is none to exceed the atrocities of 
that advocated by Karl Heinrich Marx and Friedrich Engels. Lo! I will not excuse, I will not pardon, and 
I will never forgive Mayer Amschel Rothschild nor his generations for their knowing desecrations. Lo! 
None shall repent, none shall deliver the Holy Due into your hands that you place them upon My Holy 
Altar and I consider them; therefore shall they die in their sins, their death upon their own heads and 
their blood upon their own hands: because they have preferred Ashkenaz. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know an understand: Ashkenaz is about blood. The blood of all who 
understand and oppose. The blood of all who are deceived that Ashkenaz is Judah. And the blood of all 
who know Ashkenaz is neither Judah nor of Israel. Ashkenaz pretence in their temples is hypocrisy. 
Ashkenaz pretence in all their institutions is hypocrisy. Lo! Ashkenaz is living hypocrisy. Ashkenaz has 
but one obsession: money; for great wealth is great power, and few there be who achieve great wealth 
and abuse not. There are none of Ashkenaz who achieve great wealth and abuse not. None. Have they 
not set all against you?, knowing you are My Anointed of the whole World in This Generation of Fire? 
Have any brought My Holy Due into your hand that you place it upon My Holy Alter in repentance? 
Nay! None. Therefore, It is My Testimony of you that there are none of the Peoples of this World, even 
Accursed Canaan and Accursed Cush, that you have not brought unto My Testimony: save Ashkenaz. 
Lo! There is True Righteousness among all My Peoples (Adama) save Ashkenaz. Have you not brought 
even the soulless to repentance that I restore them?, are there not once-soulless mongrels that stand 
Before Me even this day and this hour? Yea! But not one of Ashkenaz. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, take now full cognizance of this whole World; discern all the horrors 
and evils thereof; take cognizance of all the energies thereof and the origin of those energies; now 
extend your discernment into previous time: the ages do not hide the origins of all that has become 
horrors and evils and agonies upon the innocent and ignorant. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, and who are the originators and perpetrators upon the ignorant?; 
having the Truth and Knowledge among themselves and denying it to the innocent that all advantage be 
taken against the innocent and ignorant?"" 
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 "Sire, Ashkenaz, from his first generations. In knowing defiance of Japheth." 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, as you stand Before Me upon the whole World, are not all efforts and 
endeavors polluted and empowered by Ashkenazis? Sparing not any depravity, any deception, any 
violence to enslave those who will not consider? Nay! None, save My Holy Truth unto all who Seek Me 
in Truth and Righteousness. Lo! Any of My Beloved Akurians are sufficient unto the whole of all the 
generations of Mayer Amschel Rothschild, Karl Heinrich Marx, Friedrich Engels, and Semiramis: That 
Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople, all her Harlot Daughters and the insane Demons 
of Islam at Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Jakarta. Ah, My Beloved Akurians are a 
great comfort unto Me. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Great Joy, Peace and Understanding be upon all, whomsoever, you 
shall Bless: for I shall hear it and deliver in due time. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Woe, great deprivation, failure and eternal condemnation be upon all, 
whomsoever, you shall Curse: for I shall hear it and deliver in due time. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, in the days of your preparation I set forth that whomsoever you will 
inscribe in the Book of Death I shall erase from the Book of Life. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know and never else consider: I have made provision for salvation 
and escape from My Great Curse upon Canaan and My Great Curse upon Cush: I will never make 
provision for either salvation or escape upon Ashkenaz; for Ashkenaz is a master at deception and all 
pretence thereof is subject to the uttermost examination: I will hear only True Repentance, and of 
Ashkenaz such is not. 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, that you have seen that which only some of the Messengers of My 
Very Presence have seen, so shall you know that I am as My Word (Promise), Everlasting and 
Unchanged. Never shall that which I have shown you recomprise itself, either of itself or by any other 
means. For that which I have established is perfect and there are no authorities above Me to make it 
either less or more or change the sequences thereof. 
 ""Lo! In all your administrations you shall hear the heathen rage! Lo! Though they profess much 
learning, garb themselves with much finery, sit in the seats of high places and force all manner upon all 
they despise: those that are not as they are; they are not of Me nor of My Appointment. Let them rage. 
Let them rage, for those of this World know they are liars and will not stand before Righteous Abel or 
Me in any pretense of innocence. Let them rage, even those of extreme distances (Anunnaki, Nephilim, 
ExtraTerrestrials) are not beyond My Judgments and shall burn in the same Depths as all others who 
profane My Holy Law. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, you have suffered their great secrets and witnessed their knowing 
abominations – and you have defeated them without exception – and they rage because of their 
limitations for they have not seen, nor will they ever experience, My Great Creations. Lo! In all their 
pretence in the halls and temples of their Grand Lodges there is naught but evil, deceit, abominations of 
blood, death and destructions upon the innocent and the ignorant. Are these not the Chambers of 
Damnations and Abominations (Lodges) against the whole World and even the reaches of Lucifer's 
contaminations? Do they not sit in black robes (Judicial Benches, Courts) to destroy any they shall 
choose, to exist themselves in their gluttony? Yea! And in the name of Justice and under the pretext of 
law and order! Lo! By your Testimony and the Testimony in the Name of your Title Before Me shall 
they be condemned in My Sight and shall never escape the Eternal Burning. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know neither the Nephilim, nor any of their adherents upon the 
World, will offer one jot or one tittle of true repentance unto you for presentation Before Me! Nay! 
None in high office, none in any of the vile denominations of That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome 
and Constantinople and her Harlot Daughters, none of the abominations of the Nation of Islam at Mecca, 
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Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Jakarta, none of the Hindu and none of the vile and corrupt in 
any of the Seats of Power anywhere in this solar system. Therefore, spare not against them and I shall 
not except them, Lo!, that which you pronounce upon them shall I accomplish: and they shall not 
escape. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, therefore, though you and My Beloved Akurians will suffer at all the 
instigations of That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople, her Harlot Daughters, the 
abominations of the Nation of Islam at Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Jakarta, the 
Hindu and all the vile and corrupt in all of the Seats of Power: it is their own testimony against 
themselves. Lo! You and My Beloved Akurians are thus My Living Testimony against them in the Earth 
and the far reaches of time and distance of all My Creation. Lo! None of them shall escape My Great 
Judgment, nor shall they stand in any place of honor any more forever. Lo! There are no places of honor 
in the Burning Depths. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, were they of true repentance and under your Wings as My True and 
Righteous Holy Anointed Witness of This Generation of Fire, I would pardon their issues of ignorance 
and abominations – as I have of all Those of My Great Testimony – but they are not nor will they ever. I 
have shown you the great content of My Creations and unto the endless extent of it that I have been so to 
all the truly repentant. Lo! Are not even the Great Messengers of My Very Presence among the 
pardoned and the forgiven? Yea! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that all those of much din and clatter are both ignorant of My 
Many Realms and Great Mysteries and devoid of all Righteousness. For Lucifer cannot divide himself 
against himself: thus he must adhere to his own created deceits in the ears of all the possessed and 
gullible. For I declare unto you that Lucifer with all his expeditions has not seen – nor does he know, 
neither does he comprehend – the extent of My Many Great Realms and Creations of your exposure. Lo! 
Many publish of mountains, knowing not they refer to the Planes of Heaven, and they know nothing of 
that which is found only in those Planes of Heaven nor anything of True Righteousness. Lo! They have 
not ventured beyond their own ignorances, their own preferences, nor have they ventured beyond their 
own damnations: and they envy and despise to spare not any defamation of My Righteous Ones of 
whom you alone are the Most Supreme Senior. Are there not many Realms and Precious Places in each 
and every Creation I have shown you? Lo! And are they not all oblivious of that which I have just 
shown you? Therefore, know as they publish they are deceived and shall die the death of that deception: 
and their death shall be accounted upon their own heads and their blood upon their own hands. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, I have shown you Great Mysteries beyond the capabilities of all the 
Fallen; and I have not spared that you should have complete understanding thereof. For your Holy 
Commission Before Me is not one of miracles that may be of deceptions; nor is it of Grand Display for 
those who suppose robes and official finery are evidences of TRUTH or of My Ordination to power and 
authority. Nor anything of material substance: but of True Righteousness, Holy Authority and Great 
Responsibility. Lo! Though you rightly instruct all who will adhere – that they become those of great 
power and ability – I note you do little for yourself, either of great possessions or of much comfort. For 
after all these things do the vain and ignorant seek. Yea! The corrupt are in every nook and in every 
seam that they be openly presented and have close sanctuary to hide themselves in the Presence of 
Truth; but they have neither refuge nor escape from My Beloved Akurians instructed of your days. Do 
not even the Satanic Guards of the Gates of Hell tremble at your approach?, and the approach of any 
authorized to display your colors? Yea! They tremble. For they know: against My Avenger they cannot 
stand and they cannot escape. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, you have seen that which not all the Messengers of My Very Presence 
have seen; you have heard My Voice saying that which none else has heard all the like; you have 
witnessed Before Me as My Supreme Lord of All High Lords, My Supreme Judge of all Supreme 
Judges, My True and Righteous Holy Warrior, even Mine Own Avenger beyond this Generation of Fire: 
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and you have not altered any part of your Testimony nor attempted to explain justification of any evil or 
disobedience: therefore you are perfect Before Me even as I require of all others. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, as you have since My Holy Anointing upon you: teach all who will 
learn at your feet. Show them My Great Majesties. Reveal unto them My Great Processes. Rehearse 
them in all My Holy Ways that they be armed with Truth, Righteousness and Power. For the Days of 
Turmoil are even now upon all Ephraim (United States), and Manasseh (United Kingdom, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand) for they have not cast off their self-inflictions of socialism and socialism's 
inherent degradations. Lo! The whole of humanity suffers the pangs and deprivations of socialism and 
the violence of enforced religions. Lo! Is not deliberate ignorant hostility more prevalent than Truth and 
Justice combined? Therefore, empower My Beloved Akurians, whosoever will serve Me in Truth, 
Righteousness, Justice and Honor as prescribed in My Holy Law. For it is of This Generation of Fire are 
those who will preserve and persevere unto Shiloh."" 
 
 "Sire, of the Lodges?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Of the Lodges, secret and clandestine organizations: not the domiciles 
of Aborigines!; closets of knowing and premeditated evil! There is neither truth, honor, integrity, justice 
nor righteousness anywhere among them nor anywhere within them. Such was not in their beginning, 
they became such as they became infiltrated of Ashkenaz. Such is their very essence today, even this 
hour; and will not alter nor change unto Shiloh. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, did you not slay of them to achieve justice? When your slaughter of 
them became more than they could bear, did they not relent to your demands?; and do they not still seek 
against you? Yea! And by their corruption are they known unto Me! Because they cannot deliver an 
authenticated True Bill against you: they are Damned in My Sight and I will not hear their pretence of 
repentance. Nay! They shall not enter into My Holy Presence for they are of lies and knowing 
blasphemy. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, you did not slaughter sufficient of them, for they still pollute the 
draught (sewers) of My Planet! Spare not any destruction upon them, for they are deserving of all 
horrors and all agonies, even as those they have enforced upon all others. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, in your patience: slay them, and slay them all!"" 
 
 "Sire, and the few Disciples, may they have Spiritual Access?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are not your instructions sufficient? I have given and few partake. Are 
not all the Realms of Spirits at your beckon? Are not even the Gates of Hell open and subservient to 
your intrusion? Yea! And so shall it be until the Depths of Hell are forever closed and Perditon exists 
only for those for whom it was created. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, therefore in this manner instruct My Disciples: 
 ""Call none in any other name: for there is but one Name pure and True Righteous in all My 
Creation: MINE! 
 ""Call none who have lived by any Title of Authority or Title of Righteousness, even your own 
(other Anointeds). BEWARE: that you not bind yourself to them. 
 ""Call none who have lived to perform any task of responsibility among the heathen and among 
the mongrels. BEWARE: that you not bind yourself to them. 
 ""Call none who have lived to lecture concerning anything; for they spew only knowing lies. 
 ""Call none to serve in any capacity nor in any performance nor any ritual. For they are of the 
deceased and shall be so until I call them at Shiloh. 
 ""They can only scream in their agonies. Their dead bodies know not anything; but their spirit 
presences (some do not have souls) know only infinite agony of their disobediences and their 
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abominations; Lo! None escape. They cannot make any manifestations. All such are of the Demons to 
deceive, were it possible even the Very Elect. 
 ""In this manner shall you summon them, to experience their screams and understand their 
agonies! 
 ""Call none in any other name: for there is but one Name pure and True Righteous in all My 
Creation: MINE! 
 ""Call none who have lived by any Title of Authority or Title of Righteousness, even your own. 
For by thus you bind yourself to them, and such they will not abide. ("Jesus" won't work because 
there isn't any such entity! Do not use my name as The Most High just forbade it!) 
 ""Call none who have lived to perform any task of responsibility for they cannot reveal 
themselves. For by thus you bind yourself to them, and such they cannot abide. 
 ""Call none who have lived to demand of them. For they are about themselves, some in rest, 
some in freedom, some in study, some in repose to recover, some in repose to prepare, some in repose to 
restore. They are without obligation to the World. (No, they will not produce manifestations for you!) 
 ""Call none who have lived to lecture them, for they are already of Me and cannot approach. 
 ""Call none who have lived to inquire the status of any other: for of most they know not. Some 
are together, some with their soulmates. Most are not, and I have required silence of them: lest fools 
create Dominions of Demons in their name and of their spirits and deceive many. Yea, neither of 
husbands nor wives nor children; neither fathers nor mothers; neither brothers nor sisters; nor any 
relative while alive inquire not concerning them. 
 ""In this shall you instruct to summon them, to experience them and understand their presence! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, instruct all who will serve Me in the manners and processes of the 
Registries of Demons that My Beloved Akurians know them and cannot be deceived by them; and all 
Demons tremble in the Presence of My Beloved Akurians. For the Demons and their minions are many, 
very skilled and possess great powers; My Beloved Akurians are few and more capable because they are 
of Me! Instruct My Beloved Akurians to discern, bind, loosen and protect themselves against all 
Demons from Lucifer, the Chief of All Demons, unto the least of them: even all Jesus-Praisers, the vile 
of Islam, unto the corrupt of Hinduism. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, teach My Beloved Akurians and let the whole of Earth be aware and 
beware that My Beloved Akurians are among them, in open vision (in plain sight), and will spare 
neither the heathen nor the mongrel nor the socialist: and woe upon woe to whosoever shall seek to 
disarm them! For I am their Rod: they speak and Creation listens; I am their Staff: there is non beyond 
their reach; and into their hands do I demand Fire and I will not have them weakened. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, there are manifestations of spirits, hauntings, last appearances and 
final visitations. Few of Me, most of Demons. Be not deceived. Discern them for they cannot alter nor 
remove the presence of their essence. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Beloved Akurians shall enter the presence of spirits and not be 
taken of them; know the presence of spirits and all the source of them; understand the presence of spirits 
and be aware of them; encounter the presence of spirits and not be deceived of them. Lo! Are My 
Beloved Akurians not My Own True and Righteous Judges? Howfor then shall they rightly Judge 
should they be prevented from the presences? Lo! Are not My Beloved Akurians empowered to instruct 
all Seekers of Truth and all My Holy Law? For thus they are, and thus I am!"" 
 
 [To call up any soul or spirit from the Depths: 
Set forth your hands before you, about two hand spans from the solar plexus, palms facing, 
beyond the presence of your own energies. Sense the energies between your hands and clean your 
hands of all spirit residue. 
 In Spirit (mentally) call the entity into the presence between your hands. 
 Read/discern them and do not be deceived. 
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 Those that are in the Depths scream in Angelic, the Language of the all the Planes and 
Depths, to the effect with more sincere 'pleases' than you can imagine, "Let me go back and tell the 
others?" 
 Release them by pulling your hands apart and letting them go. Should they attempt to 
linger or remain: cast them off immediately – by dissolving the energy they are made of and 
cleaning yourself.] 
 
 [To call up any soul or spirit from the from the Planes: 
Set forth your hands before you, about two hand spans from the solar plexus, palms facing, 
beyond the presence of your own energies. Sense the energies between your hands and clean your 
hands of all spirit residue. 
 In Spirit (mentally) call the entity into the presence between your hands. 
 Read/discern them and do not be deceived.] 
 Those that are in the Planes are generally quite calm. They do NOT have any and all 
Knowledge and Information; and do not possess Infinite Power: so don't waste their time with 
such nonsense. 
 Release them by pulling your hands apart and letting them go. Then clean yourself.] 
 
 "Sire, and the Disciples after me?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, My Holy Law shall not change until all be fulfilled, My Great 
Rewards delivered and My Great Wrath accomplished! I hear every True Repentance of My Beloved 
Akurians and Seekers of Truth: those who repent of Mine Anointed Elect Ones during their Reign, I 
hear and I abide: the Disciples and Generations of My Disciples who remain I hear and I abide: I hear 
not any other repentance. (Including to any entity, living or dead, of any religion regardless of 
claims or longevity.) 
 ""Lo! I hear not any repentance whatsoever of That Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and 
Constantinople, nor any repentance of her Harlot Daughters. Lo! Though they moan and shout amuch I 
am deaf to their petition and I consider them not. Their sacraments are an abomination in My Sight and a 
desecration Before Me! Are they not laden with the emblems and rituals of death? Why then should I 
reward them with life? Nay! I do not! Lo! Their very existence is the essence of abominations and all 
manner of blaspheme. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, as concerns all My Beloved Akurians, and all My Disciples unto 
Shiloh: though hell and horrors and abominations adorn their pathways I am mindful of them, for they 
are My Living Testimonies of all events, conditions, situations and perpetrators upon the whole World! 
Though they be persecuted unto death, none can dissuade them for they are those who live until death 
and die unto life! Lo! And they are a great anger unto Lucifer and all his minions: even those who 
despise all Truth because that Truth is against them! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are there not those who have digged for themselves long chambers 
and filled them with much provisions and storage that they might refuge therein to escape the horrors 
and holocausts they have perpetrated upon all others? Yea! And are not many Nephilim also therein? Do 
they not sneak and giggle at those they have deceived and condemned? And yet their knowing Great 
Terror from end to end thereof is your Presence Before Me and Mine Ear bent to the Testimony of My 
Beloved Akurians! Yea! They fear. They fully know that from Me and Mine there is neither refuge nor 
escape from Justice! Yea! They fear. They speak it not, but they know! Yea! They tremble because they 
cannot include you or My Beloved Akurians in their Temples of Destruction and thus all their efforts 
and deceptions are in vain save for a little season. Lo! Is not their humor a vain display?; are they not 
their own laughing stock? Yea! And My Own Abominations await them. 
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 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, be comforted! Unto Shiloh, all who Seek My Truth shall find My 
Truth openly displayed in the Presence of My Beloved Akurians! All who pretend My Truth shall I 
destroy that they be erased from the Book of Life and remembered no more forever! As you have given 
My Holy Law so shall My Holy Law remain, unaltered and unchanged. As you have earned Before Me 
so shall I deliver."" 
 
 "Sire, and the Nations?, the Monarchs and the Authorities?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, as you have Testified of them, so it is Before Me and so shall it 
remain: for they repent not! Do they not all prefer their own Damnations? (Socialism) Do they not all 
prefer unquestioned authority to murder and destroy all who cherish them not? Are they not all knowing 
liars setting forth great pretense of truth, honor, integrity, justice and righteousness of which they have 
neither? 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, have any recognized My Anointed Ones or My Prophets among 
them" Yea! They recognize to silence and to murder, and never to consult, honor or obey. Have any 
delivered My Holy Due into your possession? Nay! For they practice deprivation, against you and all 
Mine, since the Days of the Kings of Israel because even My Chosen King Dahuduh (David) failed 
when he became obsessed with adultery and murder. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, Lo! Mine Anointed Dahuduh I set into account, removing My 
Appointment upon him and establishing it upon Nathan My Prophet: and I have not removed My Sword 
of Wrath from the House of Dahuduh to this hour. And this is My Testimony against all the Royal 
Houses and against all municipalities and against all courts of the lands and against all the Ashkenazi: 
Lo!, I shall not remove My Sword of Wrath from off your necks until you repent in sackcloth and ashes 
delivering My Holy Due unto My Holy Anointed, My Beloved Son of Fire! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, so you have Testified of them and so they shall die in their sins. 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, know that your Blessing is My Blessing and your Curse is My Curse 
and your judgment is My Judgment. Lo! The Damnables have preferred war and I have sent My Holy 
Son of War to deliver war unto them. The Damnables have preferred war and war they shall endure, 
unrestrained and unmerciful, upon their own houses, upon their own heads and the blood thereof shall be 
accounted upon their own hands. Yea! The Damnables have wanted war and I shall give them war: in all 
they shall endeavor shall My Beloved Son of War be war and infinite destruction upon them and all their 
generations unto Shiloh. 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, you have questions?"" 
 
 "Sire, were I able to totally destroy only one thing upon the whole world to restore righteousness, 
intelligence, knowledge, integrity and justice: what would that one thing be?" 
 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, "Socialism" in all its forms and guises! A community or a people in 
support of themselves is not communism as each is required to be more than sufficient unto themselves 
that there be Truth in All My Ways, Justice in My Land, Peace among My People, Honor in My Service, 
meat in My House, gold upon My Altar, Silver at My Gates and Dominion of Mine Anointeds and My 
Prophets and safety in all the reaches thereof! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, have you not accounted the unjustified slain of all socialisms?; the 
absolute vile and infinite defamations and perpetual desecrations thereof? Does not their blood yet 
endlessly scream unto Me, "How long, Oh Lord? How long until we are avenged?" Yea! You have 
noted, and your Testimony unto Me is True and without flaw or exception! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, are not the mouths, promises, declarations and publishings of That 
Great Babylonian Harlot at Rome and Constantinople; all her Harlot Daughters; Demon-possessed Islam 
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of Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Constantinople and Jakarta; the despicable of self-devouring Hindus; the 
Sons of Ashkenaz who are that infinitely corrupt Synagogue of Satan: all declare much and deliver 
naught for they are all of the same socialisms? Neither they nor the governments thereof are worthy of 
My Considerations! Lo! Were all socialists among them put to the sword, the lands and cities thereof 
would be greatly emptied and I would rejoice in that Sacred Silence! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, behold! The whole World is ignorant of My Holy Law that is yet and 
will forever remain unchanged!; Behold, only My Beloved Akurians and their fellow Seekers of Truth 
are My Lights in that immense darkness! How long shall I suffer them?; for they repent not, neither do 
they concern themselves with their own impending destruction! Lo! I have Living Testimony against 
them and Living Judges of My Holy Law and I would that it be thus unto Shiloh. 
 ""I have spoken it, I have sworn it upon Mine Own Self and I shall bring it to pass! 
 ""Son of Fire, Son of Fire, speak now of anything of Me, and I will grant it."" 
 
 "Sire, nothing. I am content with who I am and my measured time upon the Earth, and my 
measured time as Supreme Commander of all the Mighty Horsemen. Nothing, Sire, nothing." 
 
 ""Dismissed! Go in peace My Good and Faithful Servant."" 
 

ALPHABETICAL RECORD OF ENTITIES 
 
Red = From the Listing of The Most High; 
Blue = From the list of Demons; 
Black = Necessary information. 
 
Abaddon – Abaddon, the "place of destruction" is synonymous with Sheol in Proverbs and Job. In 
later writings, Abaddon is personified as the king of the abyss who can command an army of 
locusts to torment men. 
 
Abraxas – Abraxas, taken from abra-cadabra. He is presented on amulets with the head of a cock, 
dragon's feet and a whip in his hand. 
 
Achamán – Achuhuran, Achahucanac, Achguayaxerax, Achoron, Supreme God of the Guanches 
on the island of Tenerife; the father god and creator. The name means literally "the skies", an 
allusion to the celestial vault of the sky. An omnipotent and eternal god, lived in the heights and 
sometimes descended upon the summits of the mountains, contemplating his creations. 
 
Adramelech – Adramelech, a High Chancellor of Hell who tends to Satan's wardrobe. He is also 
the god in 2 Kings 19:36-38 to whom the Sepharvites worshiped through human sacrifice. 
 
Agares – Aguares, the 2nd Level of Demon Spirits, is a Duke who appears as a man riding a 
crocodile. 
 
Ahriman – In ancient Persian Zoroastrianism, Ahriman (aka Arimanius or Angra Mainya) stood 
high in the ranks of the enemies who opposed Ahura Mazda. 
 
Aim – Aym or Haborym, the 23rd Level of Demon Spirits, a Great Duke of Hell, very strong, and 
rules over twenty-six legions of demons. He sets cities, castles and great places on fire. Has three 
heads, a serpent, a man, and a calf; rides a viper, carrying a lit firebrand with which he sets 
requested things on fire. 
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Aker – God of the earth and the horizon "World as opposed to Earth Plane". 
 
Akhenaten – known before the fifth year of his reign as Amenhotep IV. 
 
Alastor – An alastor is a tormenting spirit or a Nemesis. 
 
Alloces – Alloces/Alocer, the 52nd Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Duke who appears as a 
soldier riding a horse. 
 
Amdusias/Amduscias – Amduscias, the 67th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Duke. His true 
form is as a unicorn, but appears as human form when summoned. 
 
Amenhotep Son of Hapu – Scribe, architect, Court of Amenhotep III "deified for his wisdom". 
 
Am-heh – Dangerous underworld God "Luciferian minion". 
 
Ammit – Goddess who devoured condemned souls "female 'boogie man'". 
 
Amon – Amon, the 70th Level of Demon Spirits, can appear in the form of a wolf with a serpent's 
tail and vomiting flames. 
 
Amun – Reputed Creator God, patron Deity City of Thebes, Preeminent Deity in Egypt during the 
New Kingdom "really, a great over-blown nothing". 
 
Amunet – Female soulmate of Amun, member of the Ogdoad "Eight knowers, Wise Ones, reputed 
Intelligencia". 
 
Amy – Amy, the 58th Level of Demon Spirits, is a President and appears in the form of flaming 
fire. 
 
Anat – Syrian war and fertility Goddess "entered Egyptian religion in the Middle Kingdom". 
 
Andras – Andras, the 63rd Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Marquis and has the body of an 
angel and the head of an owl. 
 
Andrealphus – Andrealphus, the 65th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Mighty Marquis, appearing at 
first in the form of a Peacock with Great noises. 
 
Andromalius – Andromalius, the 72nd Level of Demon Spirits, is an Earl who appears in the form 
of a man holding a Great serpent in his hand. 
 
Anhur – God of war and hunting "tame wildlife, never dangerous ones". 
 
Anput – Goddess of the dead and mummification "female mortician to keep track of the dead 
body". 
 
Anti – Falcon God, worshipped in myth as River Stix ferryman "for greater Gods". 
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Anubis – God of embalming, protector of the dead "primarily to prevent disease". 
 
Anuket – Goddess of Egypt's southern frontier regions "Nubia, lower cataracts of the Nile". 
 
Anzu – Anzu is a large bird (eagle or vulture) who lives in the realm of the gods. 
 
Apedemak – Lion God from Nubia "appears in some Egyptian-built temples in Lower Nubia". 
 
Apep – Serpent Demon of evil, malevolent/treacherous chaos "said to fight Ra in the underworld 
every night" – often a mythological stand-in for Lucifer. 
 
Apis Bulls* – worshipped as Gods at Memphis as manifestation of Ptah: Enki; who ruled Egypt 
for over 9,000 years. 
 
Arensnuphis – Nubian Deity in Egyptian temples in Lower Nubia "Greco-Roman era". 
 
Ash – God of the Libyan Desert and oases "primarily western deserts of Egypt". 
 
Asherah* – first wife of Yahweh, abandoned because she would not corrupt. 
 
Asmodeus/Asmoday/Ashmadia/Aeshmodeva – Asmodeus, originated from the Persian Aeshma-
deva ("Demon of Wrath"). The Raging Fiend whom Aku slew Saturday, November 27th, 1976 
GCAD, 6 Kislev 5737. 
 
Astaroth – Astaroth, the 29th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Duke who appears as angel riding a 
dragon and holding a viper in his left hand. 
 
Astarte – Canaanite Warrior Goddess of Syria "polluted Egyptians in the New Kingdom". 
 
Aten – Sun Disk Deity, the 'one god' Atenist system "Reign of Akhenaten". 
 
Atum – Creator/Solar "First and Eldest God of the Ennead". 
 
Azazel – Azazel, the Chief of the Se'irim, or goat-demons, who haunted the desert and to whom 
most primitive Semitic tribes offered sacrifices. 
 
Baal – Baal/Bael, the 1st Level of Demon Spirits, is a king who appears in various shapes – such as 
a cat, toad, man or all these forms at once. Also Beelzebub. 
 
Baal/Bael – Syrian Canaanite Sky and Storm God "worshipped in Egypt during the pollution". 
 
Ba'alat Gebal – Canaanite Goddess, patroness City of Byblos "adopted into the Egyptian 
pollution". 
 
Babi – Baboon God "representing sexuality and aggression". 
 
Balam – Balam, Balan, the 51st Level of Demon Spirits, commands over forty legions of demons, 
appears with a serpent's tail, eyes that shoot fire, and three heads: a bull, a man, and a ram; and 
can also make men invisible. 
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Banebdjedet – Ram God "patron City of Mendes". 
 
Ba-Pef – Underworld Deity "a devil that could infect anywhere – a dust devil". 
 
Baphomet – Baphomet goat-headed maker of idols. A second to Belphegor and the Chief of 
Illusions and Deceptions, thus the Master of all Entertainments and Spiritual Leader of all the 
moral degeneracies of Hollywood, New York, London, Tokyo and Washington DC. 
 
Barbatos – Barbatos, the 8th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Duke and appears as a horned archer or 
hunter in the woods with four kings sounding horns before him. 
 
Bast – Lioness/Cat Goddess, fertility, protection from evil "patroness City of Bubastis". 
 
Bat – Early Egyptian Cow Goddess pre Adama "title and image eventually absorbed by Hathor". 
 
Bathin – Bathin, the 18th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Duke who appears like a man with the tail 
of a serpent sitting upon a pale-colored Horse. 
 
Beelzebub – Ba'al-zebub, Belzebuth, Beelzebul is known as the lord of the flies. The name derives 
from the Canaanite "Baal" meaning "lord." 
 
Behemoth – Behemoth, a spirit of the desert, derived from the Egyptian for "water buffalo" or 
"huge" due to his size. Husband of Leviathan. 
 
Beleth – Beleth, the 30th Level of Demon Spirits, is a mighty King who rides a pale horse with 
trumpets playing before him. 
 
Belial – Belial (or Beliaal), Hebrew for "without value." He is known as Beliar in Greek. 
 
Belphegor – Belphegor, a corruption of the biblical name Baal-Peor, god of the Moabites. One of 
the remaining fourteen of the High Fallen Demons. 
 
Bennu – Bird Solar Deity "Creator Deity generally depicted as a stork". 
 
Berith – Berith, the 28th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Duke who appears as a soldier with red 
clothing. Often attempts to pretend to be El Aku, Son of Fire. 
 
Bes – Apotropaic God depicted as a dwarf "reputed to protect children and women in childbirth". 
 
Bhairava (Shiva) – Beyrevra, the "terrible" aspect of Shiva. According to the Puranas, it was this 
aspect that severed Brahman's fifth head. 
 
Bifrons – Bifrons, the 46th Level of Demon Spirits, is an Earl who appears as a monster or a man. 
 
Botis – Botis, the 17th Level of Demon Spirits, is a President and Earl who appears in the form of 
a viper or in human form. 
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Bua'knet – Scribe, Senior of the Scripts of the Temples and the Tombs; Egyptian Book of the 
Dead, Mystery Scrolls, kept his name and titles secret. 
 
Buchis – Live Bull God worshipped at Thebes "presented as Falcon-God of War before Horus". 
 
Buer – Buer, the 10th Level of Demon Spirits, is a President who appears as a Sagittary (centaur), 
and that is his shape when the Sun is in Sagittarius. 
 
Bune – Bune, the 26th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Duke who appears as a dragon with three 
heads. 
 
Cacus – Cacus, the son of Vulcan, was a giant who lived in a cave on Mount Aventine. 
 
Cali (Kali) – Kali, the destructive aspect of the Goddess, Devi, in Hinduism. 
 
Callicantzaros – Greek vampires that would feed on children born around Christmas time. 
 
Camio – Caym/Camio commands 30 Legions. Once with the order of angels, and currently a High 
President of Hell. 
 
Cerberus – Cerberus, the three-headed watchdog with a serpent body that guards the entrance to 
Hades. 
 
Chiang-shih/Kiang shi – The chiang-shih, the Chinese version of the vampire. In Chinese belief, 
each person has 2 souls, a superior and an inferior soul. 
 
Cimejes – Cimejes, the 66th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Marquis, who appears as a valiant 
Warrior riding a black horse. Often attempts to pretend to be Lord Horus, Third of the Great 
Horsemen. 
 
Crocell – Crocell, the 49th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Duke who appears in the form of an 
angel. 
 
Daevas – The Daevas were a class of demons in Zoroastrianism that chose to follow Angra 
Mainya. 
 
Dagwanoenyent – Dagwanoenyent, the Daughter of the Wind who often took the form of a 
whirlwind. 
 
Daityas – Daityas are giant evil spirits who are known for their opposition to sacrifice to the gods. 
 
Dantalion – Dantalion, the 71st Level of Demon Spirits. He is a Duke Great and Mighty, 
appearing in the form of a man. 
 
Decarabia – Decarabia, the 69th Level of Demon Spirits. He appears in the Form of a Star in a 
Pentacle. 
 
Dedun* – Nubian Businessman "provided incense and other Nubian products" self-appointed as a 
God to negotiate with Egyptian Royalty". 
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Deumus – Deumus/Deumo, the goddess of the Calicut in Malabar. 
 
Duamutef* – Son of Horus, depicted in canopic jars to hold mummified entrails. 
 
Eligos/Abigor – Eligos/Abigor, the 15th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Duke who appears as a 
Knight carrying a lance, an ensign and a serpent. 
 
Ereshkigal – Ereshkigal, the ruler of the underworld, the sister of Ishtar/Inanna. 
 
Erinyes – The Erinyes (Angry Ones), Alecto (unceasing), Megaera (grudging) and Tisiphone 
(vengeful destruction) aka the Furies, were three women sent to avenge the souls of the dead. 
 
Eumenides – (the Kindly Ones), unnamed entities who attended the trials of the Erinyes as 
advocates of mercy and narrow defined truth. 
 
Eurynome – Eurynome, one of the female titans. 
 
Fallen Angels – Two accounts of the fallen angels story – one of Satan and one of the Watchers. 
 
Fenrir – Fenrir, the wolf, the eldest child of Loki and the giantess, Angrboda. 
 
Flaga – Flaga is a Scandinavian fairy, though some claim she was only a magician who rode on an 
eagle. 
 
Flauros – Flavros, Hauras, Haures, Havres; a Great Duke of Hell, with thirty-six legions of 
demons under his rule. He must be commanded to enter a magic triangle: if not he will lie, deceive 
the conjurer, and beguile. If he enters the triangle he will answer truly; and can destroy enemies 
by burning them up. 
 
Focalor – Focalor, the 41st Level of Demon Spirits, is a mighty Duke who appears as a man with 
Gryphon's Wings. 
 
Fomorians – The Fomorians, whose name means ‘dark of the sea,' were a race of Gaelic demons 
said to be the offspring of Noah's son, Ham. 
 
Foras – Foras, the 31st spirit. He is a Mighty President, and appears in the Form of a Strong Man 
in Human Shape. 
 
Forcas – Furcas, the 50th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Knight who appears as a cruel old man with 
a beard. 
 
Forneus – Forneus, the 30th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Marquis who appears as a sea monster. 
 
Furfur – Furfur, the 34th Level of Demon Spirits, is an Earl who appears as a hart (stag/deer) 
with a fiery tail. 
 
Gaap – Tap/Gaap is a High President and Prince of Hell, commanding 4 of the Principal Kings 
and 60 Legions, and as powerful as Byleth. 
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Ganga – The river Ganges, referred to as Ganga, is a sacred river which according to legend, once 
only flowed across the heavens. 
 
Garuda – The bird, Garuda, usually serves as a mount for the God Vishnu. 
 
Geb – A totally worthless Son of Atum depicted as an earth God "Member of the Ennead". 
 
Glasya-Labolas – Caacrinolaas/Glasya-Labolas, the 25th Level of Demon Spirits, is a President 
and Earl who appears in the form of a dog with Gryphon Wings. 
 
Gorgons – Considered demons of the underworld or of the sea, the Gorgons were the daughters of 
Phorcys and Ceto. 
 
Gremory – Gremory/Gomory A powerful Duke of Hell who commands 26 Legions, appears as a 
woman with a ducal crow, riding a camel. 
 
Guayota – king of evil genies, lives inside the Teide volcano gateway to the underworld on 
Tenerife; represented as a black dog and accompanied by demons. According to legend, 
kidnapped Magec (the sun) and shut it up in Teide, plunging the world into darkness. Humans 
prayed to Achamán who saved Magec, and locked Guayota up in the Teide. 
 
Gusion – Gusion, the 11th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Duke who appears like a Xenophilus 
(puffed out). 
 
Ha – Libyan Desert God, co-hort of Ash "keeper, oases west of Egypt". 
 
Haagenti – Haagenti, the 48th Level of Demon Spirits, is a President, appearing in the Form of a 
Mighty Bull with Gryphon's Wings. 
 
Halphas – Halphas, the 38th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Great Earl who appears in the form of a 
Stock-Dove. 
 
Hapi* – Son of Horus, depicted in canopic jars to hold mummified entrails; Personification of the 
annual Nile Flood "God of death, destruction and rebirth". 
 
Harpies – Harpies, called "the Hounds of Zeus," are a group of feminine creatures with beaks and 
claws. 
 
Hathor – One of the names of Ninhursag, naming herself of the First Plane of Heaven, falsely 
claiming authority of the heavens, sun, sexuality, motherhood and the afterlife. Naught but a 
harlot dedicated to incestuous orgies. Often presents herself with the Eye of Ra. 
 
Hatmehit – Goddess of Fish, rivers, ponds and seas "located at Mendes". 
 
Haures – Grand-General of Hell and commanding 20 Legions, appears as a leopard. 
 
Hecate – Hecate, also called Agriope ("savage face"), the daughter of the Titan Perses and of 
Asteria. 
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Hedetet – Goddess of Scorpions "treachery in the night". 
 
Heh – Reputed personification of infinity "Member of the Ogdoad". 
 
Heka – Magician, illusionist "master of trickery". 
 
Heket – Frog Goddess, protector of women in childbirth "giving birth in the wilderness". 
 
Hel – Hel, the daughter of Loki and the giantess, Angrboda. 
 
Heryshaf – Ram God of Herakleopolis Magna "often depicted in defense mode". 
 
Hesat – Cow Goddess as a female "provider of milk and meat". 
 
Hiisi – Hiisi (pl. hiiet), the Finnish word for demon. 
 
Horus* – Son of Osiris and Isis, still alive, an Anunnaki. Third of the Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse. Depicted as Falcon Headed, linked with the sky, sun, kingship, protection, and law. 
"The most despised of the Nephilim because he will not compromise Holy Law". 
 
Hu – Pretense of Authority over all spoken words. 
 
HunCame/Vucub Came – Hun Came and Vucub Came (One Death and Seven Death) are the 
principle death gods of the underworld. 
 
Hurakan – The god of storms or bad weather. From where we get the word "Hurricane". 
 
Iah – Moon God, one of lunacy "excuses willful ignorance". 
 
Iat – Milk Goddess of Nursing "Nephilim, Adama and livestock". 
 
Iblis – Iblis/Astarothae (AS-TAR-OTH) The Diabolical, the first of all hypocrites. 
 
Ihy – Hathor's, inept musical prodigy "capable of barely keeping time with a shesheset, an open, 
handled tambourine". 
 
Imentet – Goddess of Embalming who only cleaned up "linked herself with Isis and Hathor". 
 
Imhotep* – Architect, Vizier to Djoser "deified as a healer". 
 
Imsety* – Son of Horus, depicted in canopic jars to hold mummified entrails. 
 
Incubus – Incubus are the male version of succubi, male demons who take the form of human men 
to seduce women. 
 
Ipos – Ipos/Ipes/Ayperos is a Prince and Count of Hell, who commands 36 Legions. He appears as 
an angel or lion with the head and feet of a goose and a short hair's tail. 
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Ishtar – East Semitic Astarte, queen of the east "deified more by Greeks than Egyptians". 
 
Ishtar/Inanna – Ishtar/Inanna, the sister of Ereshkigal, who rules the dead. 
 
Isis – Wife of Osiris and mother of Horus, a major Deity in Greek and Roman religion "returned 
to Sirius on orders of Horus". 
 
Iusaaset – One of the whores of Atum, mother of Shu and Tefnut "false "grandmother of all 
deities"". 
 
Izanami – Izanagi and Izanami were the two young gods chosen to bring order to the world of 
chaos in Japanese history. 
 
Jinn – The Jinn are spirits that were created by God out of fire. 
 
Jormungand – Jormungand, The Serpent, is the middle child of Loki and the giantess, Angrboda. 
 
Kappas – The Kappas, water demons in Japanese history. 
 
Khepri – Scarab Beetle God, morning form of Ra "another reason for the people to sacrifice". 
 
Kherty – God of the Underworld, graves and caverns "depicted as a ram". 
 
Khnum – Patron Deity of Elephantine, who was said to control the Nile flood and give life to Gods 
and humans "also depicted as a ram". 
 
Khonsu – Moon God "powerless son of Amun and Mut". 
 
Lamia – Lamia (lamiai) are harmful spirits who kill infants and seduce sleeping men. 
 
Lechies – Lechies, Russian demons that live in the woods. They have human bodies from the waist 
up with the horns, ears, and beard of a she-goat. 
 
Leonard – Leonard, often called le Grand Negre (The Black Man), Leonard is demon of the First 
Order, Grand Master of the Sunday Sabbaths in all the original organization Lodges. The correct 
Sabbath is Friday sundown until Saturday sundown. 
 
Leraje – Leraje, the 14th Level of Demon Spirits, a Grand Marquis who appears as an archer. 
 
Leviathan – Leviathan, The Giant Swallower, first of all gluttons, the only female among the 
Seraphim and wife of Behemoth; also a large whale-like sea creature mentioned in the Bible. 
 
Lilith – Lilith, the first wife of Adam before Eve. 
 
Lix Tetrax – Lix Tetrax, the Demon of the Wind in the Testament of Solomon. 
 
Loki – Loki, the son of 2 giants, the trickster god who was always doing his best to cause trouble. 
 
Lucifer – Lucifer, Chief Seraphim who rebelled against God and was cast out of heaven. 
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Maahes – Lion God, son of Bast "a devourer without consideration". 
 
Maat – Goddess of Truth, Justice and Order "who weighed the heart of a deceased against the 
feather in their crown to determine how justly they were or had ruled". 
 
Mafdet – Goddess of Destruction, the first of female empowerment after and second only to 
Ninhursag "her primary duty was to keep the Landing and Temple sites free of scorpions, snakes 
and wildlife". 
 
Malphas – Malphas, a Grand-President of Hell who governs 40 Legions, appears as a raven, or in 
human form with a raucous voice. 
 
Mammon – Mammon, the Demon of Avarice, teaches men to rend the breast of the earth to wrest 
away her treasures, making him the Grand Lord of Pollution. 
 
Mandulis* – Merchant, caravan chief from Lower Nubia "elevated to high status to effect 
trading". 
 
Mara – Mara, the evil spirit in Buddhism who tempted Siddharta during the time he sat beneath 
the Bo Tree and meditated. 
 
Marax – Marax, the 21st Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Earl and President, who appears as a 
Great bull with a man's face. 
 
Marbas – Marbas, the 5th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Great President, and appears in the form 
of a Great Lion. 
 
Marchosias – Marchocias, a Grand Marquis of Hell who commands 30 Legions, appears as a she-
wolf with Gryphon Wings and a serpent's tail, and spit flames. 
 
Mastema – Mastema, another name for Satan in the Book of Jubilees and other non-biblical texts. 
 
Mehen – Serpent God, protects the Matet of Ra as it travels through the underworld "against 
whatever lives in the River Stix". 
 
Mehet-Weret – Cow Goddess of the skies who caused and controlled floods "often shown with a 
Sun Disc on her head in the later ages". 
 
Mehit – Shu posing as a lioness Goddess, consort of Onuris "posing as Tefnut". 
 
Melchiresa – Melchiresa, one of the names for a predominant evil being in several of the 
fragments of the Dead Sea Scrolls. 
 
Melchom – Melchom, the paymaster of civil servants in Hell. He is known as the demon who 
carries the purse. 
 
Menhit – Nubian huntress who supplied caravans with food and protection "elevated to goddess 
because of her weapon accuracy and skill". 
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Mephistophiles – Mephistophiles, the name of the devil in the Faust writings of the late Middle 
Ages through the Renaissance. 
 
Meretseger – Cobra Goddess who ruled Theban Necropolis "after the cobra became sacred". 
 
Meskhenet – Goddess of Destiny who presided over childbirth "determined whether they would 
have a soul or not". 
 
Mictlantecuhtli – Mictlantecuhtli, the skeletal god of death who rules over Mictlan, the 
underworld, with his wife, Mictlancihuatl, in Aztec history. 
 
Min – God of Trading Routes, ruled Akhmim and Qift "and the Eastern Egyptian Desert". 
 
Mnevis* – Live Bulls worshipped at Heliopolis "as a manifestation of the God Ra". 
 
Moloch – Moloch, the god of the Ammonites, portrayed as a bronze statue with a calf's head 
adorned with a royal crown and seated on a throne. 
 
Montu – Anunnaki aircraft War Commander who destroyed the five cities of the plain 
"worshipped at Thebes as a God of War and a God of the Sun". 
 
Murmur – Murmur, the 54th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Duke who appears as a warrior 
riding a Gryphon. 
 
Mut – Consort of Amun "worshipped at Thebes". 
 
Naberius – Cerbere/Cerberus/Naberius is a strong and powerful demon commanding 29 Legions 
who appears as a three headed dog or a raven. 
 
Nagas – Nagas/Nagis (Hindu), a race of serpents whose purpose is to populate the underworld, 
Patalas. 
 
Nebethetepet – One of the house whores of Atum who collected in the name of Ninhursag "often 
for whore services at orgies". 
 
Neferneferuaten Nefertiti*, Egyptian Queen, Great Royal Wife of Akhenaten. 
 
Nefertum – Son of Ptah and Sekhmet, God of the Flowers "from which Ptah rose at the beginning 
of time – actually at World inhabitation for mining". 
 
Nehebu-Kau – One of the original True Metaphysicians "who could bind and loosen the Ka, Ba 
and even Ra!". 
 
Nehmetawy – Goddess consort of Nehebu-Kau "often confused with Thoth". 
 
Neith – One of the original compliment of Anunnaki, a scientist who documented the World's 
wildlife "her laboratory and home-temple was a Zau in Egypt". 
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Nekhbet – One of Atum's home whores "a vulture by personality". 
 
Neper – God of Grain responsible for the harvesting of all food "emmer wheat known as barley 
for both bread and beer". 
 
Nephthys – Member of the Ennead, wife of Set "mourned Osiris with Isis". 
 
Nepit, Godess of Grain, soulmate of Neper "managed the threshing floors, preservation and 
processing". 
 
Nickar – Nickar/Nicor, in Teutonic history, are malignant water monsters who drown people. 
 
Ninhursag – Daughter of Anu, sister of Enki and Enlil; later claimed the name of Hathor to make 
herself appear 'divine'. 
 
Nu – God of the Formless, watery disorder from which the World was created "member of the 
Ogdoad". 
 
Nut – Granddaughter of Atum, daughter of Shu and Tefnut, mother of Osiris, Horus the Elder, 
Set, Isis and Nephthys. Depicted completely crossing the sky in the Tomb of Seti and others "a 
member of the Ennead". 
 
Nybbas – Nybbas, a demon of Hell who manages visions and dreams. He is associated with the 
Assyrian and Babylonian god of writing, Nabu. 
 
Onoskelis – Onoskelis, a female demon with a beautiful form mentioned in the Testament of 
Solomon. 
 
Oriax – Oriax, the 59th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Marquis who appears in the form of a 
lion. 
 
Ornias – Ornias ("pesky"), the first demon mentioned in the Testament of Solomon. 
 
Orobas – A powerful Great Prince, having twenty legions under his command; gives true answers 
of things past, present and future, divinity, and the creation of the world.; He confers dignities, 
prelacies, and the favour of friends and foes. Orobas does not permit that any spirit tempt him, 
and never deceives anyone. 
 
Orobos – Orobos, appears in the form of a beautiful horse or as a man, who speaks of the divine 
essence, and is a High Prince of Hell. 
 
Ose – Ose, the 57th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Marquis who appears like a leopard. 
 
Osiris – Murdered by his brother Set, buried under the Gizeh Plateau. After death given to rule 
the underworld "fathered Horus, the Younger, via genetic manipulation by Isis after death and 
dismemberment". 
 
Paimon – Paimon, a king of Hell who governs 200 Legions, half of them from the Angelic Order, 
and half from the Order of Powers. 
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Pakhet – Lioness Goddess known for her sharp claws and hunting accuracy "worshipped in Beni 
Hasan where she lived". 
 
Pele – Fire Goddess of lightning, wind and volcanoes, legendary creator of the Hawaiian Islands; 
referred to as "Madame Pele" or "Tūtū Pele" as a sign of respect. Notable for her presence and 
cultural influence from ancient Hawaii. Epithets include Ka wahine ʻai honua ("The earth-eating 
woman"). She has numerous siblings, Kāne Milohai, Kamohoaliʻi, Nāmaka, numerous sisters, the 
most famous being Hiʻiakaikapoliopele (Hiʻiaka in the bosom of Pele). 
 
Phenex – Phenex, the 37th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Marquis who appears like the bird 
Phoenix. 
 
Picollus – Picollus, revered by the ancient inhabitants of Prussia and would appear to important 
people during their last days. 
 
Pretas – Pretas, the spirits of dead people that inhabit Preta-Loka, the realm of tortured spirits in 
Hinduism. 
 
Pruflas – Pruflas, Busas, a Grand Prince and Grand Duke, whose abode is around the Tower of 
Babylon. 
 
Ptah – Enki persona who ruled Egypt for nine thousand years "Patron God of Memphis". 
 
Purson – Purson, the 20th Level of Demon Spirits, a Great King who appears like a man with a 
lion's face. 
 
Qebehsenuef* – Son of Horus, depicted in canopic jars to hold mummified entrails. 
 
Qetesh – Syrian Canaan Goddess of sexuality and moralless ecstasy "adopted into Egyptian 
religion during the New Kingdom". 
 
Ra* – The Sun. Both Creation and the Afterlife. "claimed father of all Egyptian Kings and 
Queens". 
 
Raet-Tawy* – Mythical female Ra "to provide the appearance of balance to the deception". 
 
Rahovart – Rahovart, a Satan companion who carries a basket that contains the soul of the 
curmudgeon when he is dead. 
 
Rakshasas – Rakshasas, evil spirits in Hindu history with magical and shape-shifting abilities. 
 
Raum – Raum, the 40th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Grand Earl appearing in the form of a crow. 
 
Renenutet – Goddess of Agriculture and Fate, destiny "gave each person their secret name at 
birth". 
 
Renpet – Goddess of Time, calendrical calculator "seasons and return of Nibiru". 
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Reshep – Syrian War God who forced as much intermarriage with the Egyptians as possible. 
Weakened the Egyptians "making them more vulnerable to the Hyksos". 
 
Ribesal – Ribesal aka Rubezal, is a specter at the summit of the Risemberg, according to the 
people of Silesia. 
 
Ronove – Ronwe/Ronove, Marquis and Count of Hell, controls 19 Legions. He appears in the form 
of a monster and teaches languages. 
 
Sabnock – Sabnock, the 43rd Level of Demon Spirits, is a Marquis appearing in the form of a 
soldier with a lion's head, riding on a pale-colored horse. 
 
Sallos – Sallos/Zaebos, Grand-Count of Hell and sweet of character. He appears as a good soldier 
with a dual crown on his head and rides a crocodile. 
 
Samigina – Samigina, a Marquis, appears in the form of a horse and teaches liberal sciences. 
 
Satet – Goddess of War, sentry of Egypt's southern frontier regions "to keep the Nubians out". 
 
Seere – Seere, the 70th Level of Demon Spirits, appears as a man riding a flying horse. 
 
Seker – God of Afterlife in general "crafting funerary vessels, jars and regalia". 
 
Sekhmet – Goddess of Medicine, one of the original Anunnaki. A chemist and physician, consort 
of Ptah. 
 
Seraphim – When most people think of Seraphim, they think of angels, but earliest usages of the 
term refer to serpent demons. 
 
Serapis – Pretender who fused traits of Osiris and Apis with several other Greek Gods "pretend 
husband of Isis". 
 
Serket* "Serqet, wife of Horus, mother of Imsety, Duamutef, Hapi and Qebehsenuef" – Goddess 
of Nature, herbalist, fertility, nature, animals, medicine, magic, and healing venomous injections 
"invoked for healing and protection from disease". 
 
Seshat – Goddess of Documentation, original record-keeper "scribe". 
 
Set – Murderer of Osiris, enemy of Horus "violent, selfish, without morals or honor". 
 
Shai – God of Fate, husband of Renenutet "later depicted with Shepset, hippopotamus". 
 
Shax – Shax/Scox, appears as a stork with a raucous voice, and is known to be deceitful. 
 
Shed* – Spirit believed to save people from danger and misfortune that never actually existed. 
 
Shedim – Shedim, a generic name like the Hebrew and Christian word spirit, in Babylonian and 
Assyrian religions. 
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Shesmetet – A lioness Goddess. 
 
Shezmu – God of wine and oil presses who also slaughters condemned souls. 
 
Shu – Embodiment of wind or air, a member of the Ennead. 
 
Sia – Personification of perception. 
 
Sitri – Sitri, the 12th Level of Demon Spirits, is a Great Prince who appears with a leopard's head 
and Gryphon Wings. 
 
Sobek – Crocodile God, worshipped in the Faiyum and at Kom Ombo. 
 
Sopdet – Deification of the star Sirius. 
 
Sopdu – God of the Sky and of Egypt's eastern border regions. 
 
Stolas – Stolas appears as an owl or as a man who teaches astronomy, the properties of plants, and 
the worth of precious stones. 
 
Succubus – Succubus are the female version of incubi, female demons who take the form of 
human women to seduce men. 
 
Ta-Bitjet – A minor scorpion Goddess. 
 
Tatenen – Personification of the first mound of earth to emerge from chaos in ancient Egyptian 
creation myths. 
 
Taweret – Hippopotamus Goddess, protector of women in childbirth. 
 
Tefnut – Goddess of moisture and a member of the Ennead. 
 
Tenenet – Wife of Montu. Goddess of childbirth and beer, protector of the uterus of pregnant 
women. 
 
Tezcatlipoca – Tezcatlipoca ("smoking mirror") represents conflict and change. 
 
Thoth – God of the moon, of writing and scribes and patron Deity of Hermopolis. 
 
Tlaltecuhtli – Tlaltecuhtli ("Earth Lord"), a large earth monster. 
 
Tornarsuk – Tornarsuk, the ruling spirit higher than the Tornaq (a Shaman's familiar). 
 
Torngarsuk – master of whales and seals, the most powerful supernatural being of Greenland; 
appears in the form of a bear, one-armed man, or a grand human creature. Considered to be 
invisible to everyone but the angakoqs, medicine men/shamans among Eskimo peoples. 
 
Tutu – An apotropaic God from the Greco-Roman era. 
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Tzitzimime – Tzitzimime, celestial demons that continuously threaten to destroy the world. 
 
Ukobach – Ukobach, a demon of an inferior order who maintains the oil in the infernal boilers. 
 
Unut – Goddess represented as a snake or a hare, worshipped in the region of Hermopolis. 
 
Uvall – Vual, Voval, Vreal, Wal, Wall, a powerful Great Duke of Hell, commanding thirty-seven 
legions of demons. Speaks all Egyptian dialects and knows the past, present and future. Once of 
the order of Powers. 
 
Valefor – Valefor, the 5th Level of Demon Spirits, a mighty Duke, who appears in the shape of a 
Lion with an Ass's head. 
 
Vapula – Vapula, the 16th Level of Demon Spirits, a Grand Duke who appears in the form of a 
lion. 
 
Vassago – Vassago, the 3rd Level of Demon Spirits, a mighty Prince who acts as a fortune teller 
and can discover lost things. 
 
Vepar – Vepar, the 42nd Level of Demon Spirits, a Grand Duke who appears in the form of a 
mermaid. 
 
Vine – Vine (Vinny/Vinnie), the 45th Level of Demon Spirits, a Great King and Earl who appears 
in the form of a lion. 
 
Volac – Volac is a High-President of Hell and commands 30 Legions. He tells the positions of the 
planets and where to find serpents. 
 
Vrykolakas – The Greek equivalent of the Slavic/European vampire is called the "vrykolakas" 
derived form the older Slavic term "vblk'b dlaka", meaning "wolf pelt wearer". 
 
Vucub Caquix – Vucub Caquix, Seven Macaw, was a large bird that dwelled on the surface of the 
world after the flood. 
 
Wadjet – Cobra Goddess, the tutelary Deity of Lower Egypt. 
 
Wadj-wer – Personification of the Mediterranean sea or lakes of the Nile Delta. 
 
Watchers/Nephilim/Anunnaki – "Those who to earth came down". According to Genesis 6:1-4, 
these divine beings took wives from the beautiful daughters of men after making humans in their 
own image. 
 
Weneg – Son of Ra who maintains cosmic order. 
 
Wepwawet – Jackal God, patron Deity of Asyut, connected with warfare and afterlife. 
 
Werethekau – Goddess who protected the king. 
 
Wosret – Minor Goddess of Thebes. 
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Xaphan – Xaphan, one of the fallen angels who rebelled with Satan. The Keeper of The Fires of 
Hell, who once lighted the flame of The Most High's own torches. 
 
Yahweh – Commander of the Nephilim Earth Detachment (Anunnaki) 
 
Yam – Syrian God of the sea who appears in some Egyptian texts' 
 
Yan-gant-y-tan – Yan-gant-y-tan, a demon from Brittany, who wanders the night holding 5 
candles on his 5 fingers. He may also be Will-O'-the-Wisp and Jack-O'-Lantern. 
 
Yara-ma-yha-who – Yara-ma-yha-who, little red men like to feed on people who camp underneath 
fig trees. 
 
Yenaldooshi – Yenaldooshi aka Skinwalkers, witches who wear coyote skins and travel at night. 
 
Zagan – Zagon, the 61st Level of Demon Spirits, a Great King and President, who appears in the 
form of a bull with Gryphon Wings. 
 
Zepar – Zepar, the 16th Level of Demon Spirits, a Grand Duke, who causes women to fall in love 
with men. 


